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0.  Introduction
筆者は，topの母音について，米音は /a/，英音は /ɔ/ と習ってきたものである．近年，




a) Jones (196713) は，英音のみで，/ɔ/．Jones (197714) も，英音のみであるが，
記号が変わって，/ɒ/．Jones (199715) は，英音 /ɒ/，米音 /aː/．
b) Kenyon-Knottでは，米音のみで，/a/．
c) 『ジーニアス』第5版は，米音 /aː/，英音 /ɒ/ である．
d) 『ウィズダム』第3版は，米音 /a(ː)/，英音 /ɔ/ である．
e) 『ルミナス』第2版は，米音 /a/，英音 /ɔ/ である．
f) 『初級クラウン』第12版は，米音 /a/，英音 /ɔ/ である 1．
1.  JonesとKenyon-Knottの辞書の扱い
この英音の /ɔ/, /ɒ/ や米音の /a/，/aː/ はどのような音であるのか．Jonesと
1 『初級クラウン』は中学生用の辞書であり，発音記号は [  ] に入れている．一般の辞書では，











音記号は / / で囲む．
単母音として次の12個を挙げる（表紙裏）：
/i:/ see   /i/ i t   /e/ get   /æ/ cat   /a:/ father   /ɔ/ hot
/ɔ:/ saw   /u/ put   /u:/ too   /ʌ/ up   /ǝ:/ bird   /ǝ/ china, cathedral
図1は，同辞典の母音図（母音四辺形）である．基本母音（Cardinal Vowels; 小さ
い点）と英語母音の舌の最高位の位置（大きい点）との関係を示している．
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これらによると，英音 /ɔ/ は，最も奥寄り（後母音Back vowel）で，2番目に位置
が低い，つまり，2番目に口腔が広い母音（開母音Open vowel）である．




記号自体を変えたが「長音記号」は残された（例：/i:/-/i/, /u:/-/ʊ/）2 ．topの母音は /ɒ/ 
である．
単母音は12個である（xiii）：
bean barn born boon burn
/i:/ /a:/ /ɔ:/ /u:/ /ɜ:/
pit pet pat putt pot put another















































1.3　Jones 15 (1991) – 18 (2011)
Jones 15から出版社がCambridge University Pressになり，編者がRoach, et al.と
なった．引用等はJones 18を用いる．基本はJones 14と変わらないが，英音の名称が，







































































Fig. 1  BBC English pure vowels




















とができる /i/ と /u/ が導入された (例：study, influenza)（xvii-xviii）．  




bee pity rate yet sang bath
 /i/ /i/ /e/ /ɛ/ /æ/ /a/ 
ah watch jaw go
/a/ /ɒ/ /ɔ/ /o/
full tooth further above
/U/ /u/ /ɝ, ɜ/, /ɚ, ǝ/ /ǝ/, /ʌ/
このうち単母音の /e/ と /o/ は二重母音でもあり，例えば，それぞれ /ei/, /oU/ など
とも発音されるがこのように単母音として分類されている（xviii, xix）．また，/a/ は
東部の地域的発音であるとする（xvii）．
母音一覧（xvii）には，/ɒ/ がwatchの母音として掲載され，その注では “between 
a (ah) and ɔ (jaw)” とある．母音図でみるとこの3音は次のようになる：
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/ɒ/    Lbr = Low-back round
/a/    Lb = Low-back
そ し て，/ɒ/ は，top, got, fodderの 英 音 の 母 音 (“now generally used in 
England”) であるが， “not in universal American use” (xix) とする．辞書本文では，





topの母音の英音は，Jonesでは，14版までは /ɔ/, 15版からは /ɒ/ であり，米音は，
Kenyon-Knottでは /a/ であるが，この2つをそのまま並べると，単純に言えば長音
記号を用いるか用いないかという記号体系を異にする表記を並列していることにな
る．また，Kenyon-Knottの /a/ はJones式では /aː/ であり，Jonesの辞書ではそのよ
うに記載されている．
topの母音は，Jonesでは，英音 /ɒ/，米音 /aː/ とあり，Kenyon-Knottでは /a/ と
なっている．
2.  英語母音の長短
長音記号（length mark）/ː/ について，Pullum-Ladusaw (19962) には次のようにあ
る：
IPA Usage:   Indicates that “the sound represented by the preceding letter is 
long.” . . . . The colon <:> is generally substituted as a more readily available 
typographical alternative. (248)
Jonesの辞書ではこの長音記号 /ː/（14版までは /:/）が用いられ，Kenyon-Knottで







Jones 13では，長音記号 /:/ について次のように説明している：
. . . means that the sound represented by the preceding letter is long. In the 
case of the English ‘long’ vowels ((i:)), ((ɔ:)), ((u:)) and ((ǝ:)) this sign also 






い7個を ‘short’ とする（xii-xiii）．そして，Jones 13から記号を変えた /i/，/ʊ/，/ɒ/，
/ɜ/ を用い，その理由として，次のように述べる：
I have thought it more realistic to show the differences of quality in all cases. 
Not only is the opposition of quality a strongly differentiating cue, but, in 
many cases, it is the only one of importance: thus, the so-called ‘long’ vowel 
in ‘beat’ is usually shorter than the so-called ‘short’ vowel in ‘bid’, and is 





It can reasonably be argued that to show features of both quality and quantity 
entails redundancy of notation, since either is predictable by rule from the 
other. The redundancy involved in the retention of the length mark (:) has, 
－ 9－
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however, seemed justifiable both for the sake of greater explicitness in a 
large number of oppositions and also in order to provide an additional 













British English (BBC English) is generally described as having short vowels, 
long vowels and diphthongs. There are said to be seven short vowels, five 





(a)  The length of long vowels and diphthongs is very much reduced when 
they occur in syllables closed by the consonants /p, t, k, tʃ, f, ɵ, s, ʃ/.  Thus 
/iː/ in ‘beat’ has only about half the length of /iː/ in ‘bead’ or ‘bee’; 
similarly /ei/ in ‘place’ is much reduced in length compared with /ei/ in 
‘plays’ or ‘play’. It is important to remember this in talking about ‘long’ 
－ 10－
松島 龍太郎．　英音と米音：topの母音について




In American English we do not find the difference between long and short 
vowels described above, and the vowel system is commonly described as 
having lax vowels, tense vowels, and diphthongs.（viii）
そして，弛緩母音は，英音の短母音に相当し，通常音節の最後に来ない．また，
英音の /ɒ/ は米音にないとする： 
Lax vowels, which correspond to British short vowels, are said to be made 
with less oral tension and do not usually end syllables. The /ɒ/ vowel of 
British pronunciation is not found in General American.（viii）
また，米音の「長短」について，主に環境によるとするが，しかし，英音との関係
を記すために米音にも「長音記号」を用いるとする：
The length of a vowel in American English is principally conditioned by the 
environment in which it occurs. However, we have retained the length mark 
on the tense vowels /iː, aː, ɔː, uː/ and the retroflex vowel /ɝː/ in order to mark 





As a rule the length of English vowels is not indicated in the vocabulary. In 
few cases in American English as a whole is time length, or duration, of 
4 最後の文 “It is important to remember this in talking about ‘long’ and ‘short’ vowels.” 
は15，16，17にはなく18から追加．また14では別の文 “In these cases, vowel duration 
provides a significant cue to meaning.”（xv）が記されている．
－ 11－
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vowels significant ̶ that is, used to distinguish from each other words 
otherwise alike. (xxvi)
ただし，次のように，長音記号を使う場合は，同じ音の長短を比較する場合に用
いるとする．辞書本体では，sandは /sænd/ のみで /sæ:nd/ は掲載されていない：
The colon (:) after a vowel or a consonant symbol indicates that its sound is 
prolonged. Thus the form sæ:nd beside sæt means that the æ sound in sand is 







topの英音について，Jonesでは旧が /ɔ/，新が /ɒ/ であり，Kenyon-Knottでは /a/ 
である．しかし，単純に英音 /ɔ/ または /ɒ/ で，米音は /a/ である，とすることには問
題が生じよう．つまり，英音と米音で異なる表記体系を用いていることになるからで
ある．Jones式に合わせるならば，英音 /ɔ/ または /ɒ/ に対して，米音は /aː/ である．
Kenyon-Knott方式ならば，英音 /ɒ/ に対して，米音は /a/ である．






The vowels of English (standard British and American dialects) fall into two 
－ 12－
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sets: those that are short and lax, and those that are long and tense. . . . while 
British English retains an underlying long/short distinction, American 







音記号が付く単母音である．ただし，schwaの /ǝ/ は /ː/ が付かないが例外で，語を
終わらせることができるので自由母音である： 
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また，図7は，Moultonが同じ形式の母音図を使って英音をまとめたものである．
Jones 14を基にしたとあるが，/eː/, /oː/, /ɛ/, /ɛǝ/ は米音記号のままとしている（123）：
この2つの図を比べると，米音，英音ともに同じ位置に /ɒ/ が存在する．Moultonは，
図8（131）で，米音では /ɒ/ → /a/ → /aː/ と段階を踏んで /ɒ/ が /aː/ に合流して，/ɒ/ 
の部分が空位になったとする（128, 131）：
そして，最終的には，米音は図8のようになるとする（133） 5：





























































抑止母音 /ɒ/ の消滅にはもうひとつの動きがあり，/ɒ/ と /ɔː/ が合体し，/ɒː/ となっ
たもので（129）（この記号 /ɒː/ の位置は図10を参照），cotとcaught, potとbought, 
collarとcallerが同じ自由母音となったとする（132）．
また，もうひとつの変化として，/ɔː/ と /aː/ が合体してlow backの /ɒː/ となったと
いうことである．この /ɒː/ は，上の /ɒ/, /ɔː/ だけではなく，pa, ma, calmの /aː/ が含
まれる．この変化は図10で表されているが，本文では，2音合体の /ɒː/ と区別する
ためか，最終的には “the new vowel /aː/” としている（131-132）： 
Moultonは，図9をSEA 3として米音とするが6 ，図10の「新しい」 /aː/（/ɒː/）を
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spreading”（132）．
なお，実用的な参考書でもこの奥開母音 /ɒː/ ないし /aː/ について，記号は /ː/ のな
い /a/ と /ɔ/ を用いているが，次のように述べている7 ：
In contrast to the /ɘ/, the /a/ as in father  and /ɔ/ as in saw, require the mouth 
to be open. The sounds /a/ and /ɔ/ are very similar, except that for the /ɔ/, the 
lips are a bit more oval in shape and the tongue is slightly tense. However, in 
many parts of the United States, the /a/ and /ɔ/ are pronounced the same way. 
For example, many Americans pronounce hot  and tall  with the same vowel 
sound. (20)
また，別のページでも次のように述べる：
In American English the /ɔ/ sound as in caught  and all  is very similar to the 
/a/ sound as in want  or hot . In fact, these two sounds, /a/ and /ɔ/, are so 
similar in many parts of the United States, that some language experts even 
claim that they are the same sound. So, while going through these lessons, if 
you are not able to clearly distinguish between these two vowels, don’t worry 






Schwaの /ǝ/ は例外で，/ː/ は付かないが自由母音に分類することができる．Jonesの
ように /ː/ を使うと，抑止／弛緩母音と自由／緊張母音との区別が容易である．二重
母音は全て自由母音で，語の最後に来ることができる．
6 SAEはStandard American Englishの略称．Moultonの用語．





















最後に，米音の /a/ （Jones式および自由母音表記では /aː/）は少し複雑で，Jones
式では /ɔː/ /ɒ/ /aː/ を含む広い範囲の音でもあり，Moultonによればこの広い範囲の
音が広まりつつあるようである．
－ 17－
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Introduction
Literary adaptations have always fascinated readers who see either a resemblance 
with the original text or the absence of any resemblance. But with the rise of 
cinematography and digital technology, hypertext and hyperreality are adding new 
dimensions to literary representation. The original British fantasy Alice’s 
Adventures in Wonderland (1865) has been adapted into Japanese anime or manga 
where the text influences the reader and vice versa. The Japanese anime Key 
Princess Story: Eternal Alice Rondo （『鍵姫物語　永久アリス輪舞曲（ロンド）』） 
adapts Lewis Carroll’s story into a digital representation and converts a paper story 
into a new digital reality. The two way interaction of text with the reader changes 
the Alice classic into a digital reader’s imaginary world. The otaku tradition further 
transforms the Alice story into a contemporary story of high school intrigue and 
excitement where a devoted male reader of Alice stories enters the fantasy 
paradigm as an independent character in his own right transforming and getting 
transformed as the story unfolds. It is one of the rare moments in the history of 
intertextuality where not only literature imitates life but life impacts upon literature 
and transforms it.
Adapting Lewis Carroll’s Alice:
Japanese Alice Fantasy Turning Global
Kaoru Kinoshita
－ 20－
木下 薫．　Adapting Lewis Carroll’s Alice: Japanese Alice Fantasy Turning Global
The literary imagination plays upon a text and transforms it into hyperreality. The 
adaptations depend on the cultural fashion, social values and taste of the audience. 
The digital representations of Lewis Carroll’s Alice by the Japanese coauthors, 
Kaishaku（介錯） into Japanese manga and anime under the title of Kagihime 
Monogatari: Eikyu Arisu Rondo （『鍵姫物語　永久アリス輪舞曲（ロンド）』, lit. 
Key Princess Story: Eternal Alice Rondo） forces the reader to accept a new 
representation of the story not only as linguistic translation but as manga-anime 
genre and tradition. The shift in medium through artistic and digital representations 
adds a new literary dimension to the original Alice story and transforms it into a 
world of hyperreality, Baudrillardian or Deleuzian simulacrum, resurrection of the 
author, participatory reader, secondary creation, believing in each other, literary 
database theft and new conflict-resolving hyperspace. The active participation of 
the writer or the reader transforms the story from mere fantasy and representation 
to a reader-centered text. The adaptation matches the aspirations of the new 
Japanese reader who is more interested in the visual representation of the story and 
wishes to participate in the world of the imaginary and fantastic. The paper 
analyzes the Alice adaptation in the light of Japanese Comic Market or komike, 
otaku readers’ response and pop culture in a globalized society.
Transforming Alice into Anime and Manga 
Alice has always attracted Japanese readers through the translations or early 
adaptations as a moral tale of good behavior of the woman in the Meiji or Taisho 
era but the recent rise of Japanese manga has drawn Alice’s narrative into more 
popular narratives of love triangles, frame tales, psychological therapies, sexual 
deviance, and virtual or augmented reality. The transformation of the Alice story 
into Japanese animation and manga tradition has not only given the original story 
a wider readership but provided the manga or animation artists with new thematic 
trajectories that are directly connected to the social reality. Perhaps Lewis Carroll 
－ 21－
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(1832-98) anticipated this diversification in the famous phrase “without pictures 
or conversation” (Carroll, 1998 9) there can be no good story. From the stories 
about a young child, the Alice narrative has become popular as an adult tale of 
escape into a world of hyperreality. The analysis of the work will also show us 
how British fantasy gets transformed into comic fantasy or digital fantasy through 
adaptation.
Otaku and Komike in Japan 
Whether they belong to high culture or not, we have fabricated countless stories 
to share our proper community or a company space, even if they are purely 
fictitious. In reader-response criticism, readers are redefined as active participants 
in textual interpretation and members of an interpretative community. Some of 
the devoted readers, however, are not satisfied with just reading the literary texts 
and immersed in the world. They cannot resist their desire to rewrite the original 
story after their own fashion and re-create the newer stories to own the narrative 
space for themselves and next maybe, they will try to publish or just release them 
to the other fan writers or readers to feel the mutual bond intensely and heal the 
solitude. Although there is almost no detailed study or analysis of Eternal Alice 
Rondo yet, it is quite unique among the comics and animations based on Carroll’s 
original works. It reflects the typical phenomenon of the Japanese pop culture and 
scoop out the drastic change of life in the digital-oriented society. 
Some of those fan readers or writers are called otaku, which means, in a broad 
sense, “those who indulge in forms of subculture strongly linked to anime, video 
games, computers, science fiction, special-effects films, anime figures, and so 
on” (Azuma, 2007 3) . On “postmodern characteristics of otaku culture” Hiroki 
Azuma writes:
－ 22－
木下 薫．　Adapting Lewis Carroll’s Alice: Japanese Alice Fantasy Turning Global
Here I use the phrase “derivative works” as a general term for the largely 
eroticized rereading and reproduction of original manga, anime, and games 
sold in the form of fanzines, fan games, fan figures, and the like. They are 
vigorously bought and sold mainly in the Comic Market (which meets twice 
a year in Tokyo), but also through countless small-scale exhibits held on the 
national level, and over the Internet. Founded by a base of amateurs, the 
market, where numerous copies circulate and a great number of professional 
authors get their start, formed the nucleus of  otaku culture both 
quantitatively and qualitatively over the past twenty years (Azuma, 2007 25).
Tamaki Saito sees the otaku in a slightly different light as “a group of maniacs 
who have reacted to the changes in the media environment by a proliferating set 
of adaptations” (Saito, 2011 17). If so otaku people are qualitatively different 
from collectors. Saito also points out that “collectors pride themselves on the size 
of their collections” but “maniacs compete with each other in terms of how 
effectively their hobbies translate into materiality” (Saito, 2011 18). Otaku people 
use their favorite stories and characters and transform them as their personal 
possessions. In his Beautiful Fighting Girl, he writes:
 
Their goal is simply to take fictions that are out there and promote them to 
fictions that are theirs alone. It is no coincidence that otaku like parodies. 
It may be that cosplay (kosupure) and fan magazines are best understood 
as examples of this process of fictionalization. Popular anime always 
attract so-called SS (“short” or “side” story) writers, who borrow the 
setting and characters from these works, write novels and scenarios in 
different versions, and then upload them to online forums (Saito, 2011 20). 
If we see his parody of didactic poems as a kind of derivative works, Lewis 
－ 23－
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Carroll can be said a forerunner of Japanese otaku writers who love to contribute 
to their fanzines. Like Carroll they are basically amateurs without the intention of 
seeking a large audience through publication. They are therefore free to 
experiment with the story and incidents. The professional writer has to be true to 
the artistic vision but amateur writers often have more freedom with their 
materials for stories. To be exact, Carroll was not a professional writer but an 
amateur one. He was a don of mathematics and logics at the Christ Church, 
Oxford by profession.
Aruto Kirihara （桐原 有人）, the male protagonist of this story, is also somewhat 
similar to otaku writers. Of course he is just an ordinary junior high school 
student and does not seem an otaku, but where Alice stories are concerned he 
reveals an unconquerable obsession and extraordinary interest and he is a fan 
writer of Alice stories. He does not belong to any fan magazine community at 
first, but later he is introduced into a devoted Alice readers’ community called the 
Merveilleux Space. In fact, it is not so difficult to see the reflection of komike (the 
Comic Market) culture in the settings of the Merveilleux Space; both komike and 
the Merveilleux Space are the common space for the people tied with the strong 
sense of the same attachment, although the former is considered a real and actual 
phenomenon and the latter is an imaginary space where the young devoted female 
readers of Alice’s story fight one another.
They are also girl duelists called “Alice Users” and are capable of transforming 
into a “kemono-mimi-girl” (a girl with animal ears) or a “usagi-mimi-girl” (a girl 
with rabbit ears) and use a key sword in fights against other Alice Users. The 
keys the princesses have are the weapons when they fight with each other. With 
the keys they can unlock the other girls’ mental world and take away and read the 
secret stories based on their traumatic experiences. Although they do not write 
－ 24－
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their own Alice stories, they are also selected Alice readers by the person called 
Alternate Takion, who in fact, turns out to be Lewis Carroll himself. He can live 
eternally as long as he stays in the narrative space he created. The girl dualists 
have also their secret stories based on their personal and sometimes traumatic 
experience and memory.
In the fantastic opening scene, Aruto is writing his own Alice story and suddenly 
he sees a girl leaping through the night sky against the full moon. At first he 
thought the girl, who was in fact the spitting image of his own Alice, was just an 
illusion but the next day he actually saw her again at his school and followed her 
into an unfamiliar library. While Carroll’s Alice pursued the White Rabbit and 
entered the Wonderland, Aruto was conducted to the wonder space by the girl in 
“beautiful fighting girl” costumes with rabbit ears. The heroin introduced herself 
as Arisu Arisugawa （有栖川 ありす）,  which means she is a Japanesque Alice, 
because her surname is written in Japanized Chinese characters and her first 
name “is written in hiragana and not in katakana” (Surhone, 2011 2).
After the prologue the story begins by the following monologue or lines by Aruto, 
who serves both as the hero and the story teller of the story at the opening.
I’m writing… / a story. / The story inside me, / created by my imagination. 
/ Using the feather pen I bought at the antique store…/ I’m taking my time 
and writing this carefully. / A story about… / my beloved Alice  (Kaishaku, 
2006 Vol.1 6). 
Like Laurence Sterne’s Trístram Shándy (1759-67), the narrator is sometimes 
foregrounded and expresses his opinions or comments and in most cases the 
device is the writer’s strategy intending to reverse the relation between the reality 
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and the fiction. In Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, the narrator often suspends 
or digresses from the subject and makes humorous comments or ironical 
judgments in the parenthesis. In Japanese comics or animations such as Key 
Princess Story: Eternal Alice Rondo, however, we need to know the role or 
function of koma or a frame and hukidashi or a speech balloon. It is important 
that his monologue is written in the frame without using any speech balloon, 
although speech is usually written in foam-shaped speech balloon in the tradition 
of Japanese comics. This style may suggest whether the speaker is a character of 
the story or not, the narration belongs to another time different from the time 
within the story itself ( Natsume, 1995 152). As Husanosuke Natsume points out 
“time in manga’s koma” can sometimes “expand and contract” according to the 
context and transformation of the koma (Natsume, 1995 176). Koma is a sort of 
mark to read the meaning of the gap in manga narrative. The monologue at the 
opening is not only Aruto’s soliloquy but also the predicting narration of the 
theme of the whole story. Here he is an “extradiegetic narrator” as well as an 
“intradiegetic narrator” in terms of literary theory. This opening functions as the 
threshold dividing the imaginary world from the real world. 
Some of the readers might present a question about why Aruto uses a “feather 
pen” that he has bought at the “antique store” in the computer graphic age. Many 
Japanese comic writers stick to handwriting by using their favorite pens. It is also 
true that many of the famous Japanese comic writers use the different types of 
pen, such as Japanese hude, kabura-pen, G-pen, and maru-pen according to their 
aim (Natsume, 1995 12-16). Even in the case of animation production, many of 
the Japanese anime creators try to keep the touch or taste of a picture. For 
instance in 2014 Isao Takahata  （高畑　勲）,  an animation director of studio Ghibli, 
succeeded in making an unprecedented animation where the background of a 
screen and characters were unified and gave us the feeling “as if one picture is 
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moving on the screen” according to the production note on The Tale of the 
Princess Kaguya （『かぐや姫の物語』）, although traditionally the background and 
celluloid pictures used to draw after the different style (From the production note 
on The Tale of the Princess Kaguya 2013).
Eternal Alice Rondo as Metafiction and Intertextuality
Intertextuality is one of the key traits in interpreting literary text and metafiction 
is among the unique ways of telling a stirring story. We can call Eternal Alice 
Rondo an amazing story on the mode of reading and writing or the author’s 
manifestation of the way of creating Japanese manga or anime in the early 21st 
century. Terumasa Shichinohe（七 戸　輝 正）and Jin Ota（ 太 田　仁）are the co-
authors of the story (Kaishaku, 2006 vol.1 177). Why did they choose “Kaishaku” 
as their pen name, which is transcribed as “介錯” in Japanized Chinese characters? 
It literally means “to assist a person in committing hara-kiri suicide by beheading 
him.” But this macabre name pronounced “kaishaku” reminds me of the 
homonym “解釈” ( pronounced “kaishaku”), which means “to interpret” or 
“interpretation” in Japanese. Probably this is not just a mere pun but strongly 
suggests one motif of this fantasy: how to interpret the literary texts transformed 
into comics or animation.
The second notable point on this adaptation of Alice is that the doorway into the 
wonderland named the Merveilleux Space is not the Carrollian rabbit-hole nor 
the looking-glass but the library. Indeed while falling down “the very deep well” 
Carroll’s Alice found bookshelves too, but it’s not a large-scale public library. 
The library is literally a treasure house of intertextuality and database and also a 
magical place which makes human desire to go beyond time and space possible. 
As a symbolic metaphor it causes the audience to be fully conscious of the 
encounter of different narrative worlds.
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The Merveilleux Space is a battle field where the two authors, Alternate L. 
Takion, the original author of two Alice’s stories, (another name for Lewis Carroll 
in the story) and Aruto Kirihara, a fan writer of Alice stories, are forced to duel 
with each other in the common narrative space as well as the space for the 
fighting girls called Alice Users. While Takion represents the generation who 
believes in the grand narrative and the overwhelming power of the original 
authorship, Aruto represents the writer of a new age brought up among the pop 
culture in the digital age although he still loves handmade culture and respects 
Takion as the writer who gave him the way of liberating from the sense of 
solitude. Of course, we should not easily identify Takion with Carroll himself nor 
consider Kaishaku criticizes Carroll. Aruto’s profound respect for him is probably 
Kaishaku’s homage too. Kaishaku lets Aruto make a comment about Takion 
namely Carroll: “Alternate L. Takion is a great man for writing such wonderful 
stories. I won’t let you—speak badly of him” (Kaishaku, 2007 vol.4 105). 
Nevertheless, Aruto is still in strong contrast with Takion in his new mode of 
writing. Takion tries to compare himself with Shakespeare. 
I ADMIRE SHAKESPEARE , WHO ONCE SAID THIS: ALL STORIES ARE BASED ON 
ONE OF THIRTY-SIX PATTERNS. / SO WHAT? DO YOU MEAN YOUR TWO ALICE 
BOOKS FIT WITHIN THAT? / ARE OUR CREATIONS ALL JUST BASED ON 
SHAKESPEARE? THE STORIES TAKION TOLD ALICE… WERE ALL THE SAME AS 
EVERY OTHER STORY THAT CAPTURES THE IMAGINATIONS OF YOUNG GIRLS. / 
THAT MUST MEAN THAT THERE ARE ONLY THIRTY-SIX PATTERNS TO THE 
HUMAN HEART  (Kaishaku, 2007 vol. 4 98).
The thirty-six patterns probably derives from Vladimir Propp’s 31narrative units 
but it is more important Takion, by referring to his greatest literary icon, 
unconsciously faces the issue of intertextuality and in fact is fearful of the 
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extinction of authorship as an original writer and tries to make himself believe 
that where the popularity among young readers is concerned, he is also an icon 
and one of the heirs of Shakespeare by producing in him a sign of the similarity 
between Shakespeare and himself. But it is also ironical he needs the approval of 
Aruto, an ardent fan of the original Alice stories, and therefore he uses the 
phrases such as “your two Alice books” and “our creations”, not “my two Alice 
books” nor “my creations.”  Without his implied readers’ response, Takion’s stories 
will be forgotten and die, just as now he is “only able to live within this Merveille 
Space” and “can’t leave this world” (Kaishaku, 2007  vol. 4, 108).
Takion’s creativity in fact, has been falling into a decline but he does not or does 
not want to recognize it, and after all he decides to collect all Alice Users’ inner 
stories and edit and create an ultimate Alice story. He tries to lure the users by 
intentionally spreading the false rumor that only the final winner duelist of the 
tournament will be allowed to read Takion’s “third lost volume” (Kaishaku, 2006 
vol.1 24) of Alice story entitled “Never-Ending Alice” (Kaishaku, 2006 vol.1 24 ). 
He has to rely on the gross invention of the existence of made-up story, which 
means he not only commits a literary database theft but also cannot resolve his 
mental conflict by himself even in his own narrative space. After Aruto, Kiraha, 
his sister, and Arisugawa Arisu finally win the tournament called Alice Royale, 
they are invited to the tea party by Takion. At the party when Aruto asks to 
Takion why the legendary book is never-ending and when and how they can read 
the story. Takion confesses that the book does not exit and he has been collecting 
the Alice fans’ stories to complete his final work and he asks Aruto’s cooperation. 
Ironically, Eternal Alice Rondo is a story about the fictitiousness of Takion’s 
Never-Ending Alice, and the Merveilleux Space too is a fictitious world based on 
this fallacious assumption. Like the Unicorn and Alice in Through the Looking-
Glass (Carroll, 1998 201), the two authors encounter in the wonder space created 
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by Takion but by Aruto’s invasion, it transforms into a space like a pair of 
Chinese boxes multiplied by another author’s writing. Finally Takion recognizes 
he cannot control his narrative space. It sounds ironical because Takion’s first 
name is Alternate. As the name suggests, he created the alternative world called 
the Merveilleux Space but after his defeat, Takion in turn had to become Aruto’s 
alternate. But what is the difference between the two in their ability? Arisugawa 
Arisu highly estimates Aruto’s talent as follows: 
ALTERNATE L. TAKION, THE AUTHOR OF THE ALICE STORIES, WAS SAID TO BE 
A VERY GIFTED MAN, ABLE TO WRITE OUT THE STORIES INSIDE PEOPLE’S 
HEARTS… / SOME PEOPLE SAY HE JUST WROTE STORIES THAT STAYED WITH 
YOU, BUT… / YOU MIGHT HAVE THAT SAME GIFT… (Kaishaku, 2006 vol.ｌ43).
But according to Kaishaku’s original version, Takion is depicted as “超能力者”
（介錯 , vol.1 41）, which literally means “a person with supernatural power.” It is 
possible that Kaishaku assumes the two authors, who both have the preternatural 
power, will fight not only in the narrative space but also in the extrasensory 
hyperreal space in the 21st century. But Aruto has the power Takion cannot have; 
that is “the power to write down the stories in people’s hearts” (Kaishaku, 2006 
vol.1 94) and to “copy” the stories. During the tournament fights, Aruto asks 
Arisu, who has won the battle and taken Kisa’s story or memory, to give it back 
to her by saying:
I GOT IT!  I’LL COPY THESE STOLEN PAGES. / THEN WE CAN GIVE THESE BACK 
TO KISA-CHAN (Kaishaku, 2006 vol.1 41). 
Of course, the stories are not written down on the papers but stacked as personal 
memories in each Alice Users’ subconscious mind. According to Takion, the 
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Merveilleux Space “was built by her (i.e. Alice Liddell) and I (i.e. Takion)
(Kaishaku, 2007 vol.4 83) and now is “a world created by the thoughts of girls 
who wish to leave the real world” and “the shared subconscious located deep 
within the dreams of these girls” (Kaishaku, 2007 vol.4 109). Takion can “write 
out the stories inside people’s hearts” as an original writer but cannot “write 
down” or reproduce a copy or simulacrum from the original. Both in the comics 
and the animation of the story, it is visualized as a scene where the papers filled 
with written letters spring out of the girl’s chest and then are transformed into a 
volume of books.
The copies or the simulacrum Jean Baudrillard (1920-2007) advocates might be a 
clue to analyze the issue. On the close link between otaku’s “prominence of 
derivative works” and the simulacrum, Hiroki Azuma points out:
This prominence of derivative works is considered a postmodern 
characteristic because the high value otaku place on such products is 
extremely close to the future of the culture industry as envisioned by 
French sociologist Jean Baudrillard. Baudrillard predicts that in 
postmodern society the distinction between original products and 
commodities and their copies weakens, while an interim form called the 
simulacrum, which is neither original nor copy, becomes dominant. The 
discernment of value by otaku, who consumes the original and the parody 
with equal vigor, certainly seems to move at the level of simulacra where 
there are no originals and no copies (Azuma, 2007 25-26).
According to Baudrillard, the attempt to blur the focus between reality and other 
dimensions of reality creates a new experience and becomes more exciting for the 
modern reader or audience. He refers to Borges’ fable in Simulacra and 
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Simulation. 
If once we were able to view the Borges fable in which the cartographers 
of the Empire draw up a map so detailed that it ends up covering the 
territory exactly (the decline of the Empire witnesses the fraying of this 
map, little by little, and its fall into ruins, though some shreds are still 
discernible in the deserts…as the most beautiful allegory of simulation, 
this fable has now come full circle for us, and possesses nothing but the 
discrete charm of second-order simulacra (Baudrillard, 2017 1).
Today our life territory is also entirely covered with the multiple Internet space 
and its global area goes in a small cellular phone now. Almost all of the younger 
generation cannot do without it in a single day. According to Baudrillard we are 
now in the third order of simulacra: “simulacra of simulation, founded on 
information, the model, the cybernetic game—total operationality, hyperreality, 
aim of total control”(Baudrillard, 121). As he says, it is the age of endless self-
multiplication of secondary copies and the border between reality and non-reality 
or the original and the simulacrum is already blurred out.
 
Hyperreality or Augmented Reality 
The manga-anime Eternal Alice Rondo uses metaphors and incidents as key 
techniques to create hyper or augmented reality to represent the complexity of 
post-modern society in an era of digital technology. Eternal Alice Rondo is 
seemingly a story unconnected to the digital space because what Aruto uses is not 
a computer graphics but his feather pen in creating his story, however, it just 
represents how the Japanese manga writers and anime producers have stuck to 
the taste the handwriting work brings and paradoxically shows they understand 
how difficult they keep their proper way or mode of creation in today’s multiple 
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Internet society. In fact, it is not so difficult for us to find the conjunction with the 
Internet society in the story. In the first place, there is a strong affinity between 
manga or anime and otaku culture. For example Tamaki Saito points out: “a 
unique media environment was formed by the demand of an equally unique 
community of otaku. It was this demand that solidified the existence of the 
beautiful fighting girls” (Saito, 2011 135).  His list of otaku objects includes such 
items as anime, video games, young-adult novels, voice actor idols, special 
effects, C-class idols, fan magazines, yaoi and fighting girls (Saito, 2011 17). 
Secondly, through the process of the media mix, original works are easily 
transformed from comics to anime and games. As Hiroki Azuma states 
unequivocally, many derivative works such as “reproduction of original manga, 
anime, and games sold in the form of fanzines, fan games, fan figures, and the 
like” are “bought and sold mainly in the Comic Market…but also through 
countless small-scale exhibits held on the national level, and over the Internet” 
(Azuma, 2007 25).  He divides otaku into three generations and says the third-
generation otaku “experienced the spread of the Internet during their teens, and, 
as a result, their main forum for general fan activities has moved to Web sites, 
and their interest in illustrations, to computer graphics” (Azuma, 2007 7).
Thirdly, the key words or metaphors used in the story suggest a strong affinity 
with the digital space. Kaishaku sets up the tournament called “the Alice Battle 
Royale”, which is also a situation very often used by the video game producers. 
Further we remember the beautiful fighting girls were named “Alice Users.” The 
term “user” reminds us of the connection with the computers and some 
terminology such as user name, user(’s) group and user interface as well as the 
users of Alice stories. But most important of all is Kaishaku gave Aruto the 
distinguished power to copy Alice Users’ secret memories. There is a scene 
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where Aruto tries to use his power to copy and overwrite not to write down Alice 
Users’ inner stories but to make his Arisu’s ability more powerful by 
transplanting the other users’ power like updating a file when Aruto asserts:
IF EVERYONE IS HELPING BY HAVING ALICE POWERS IN THE STORIES… / YOU 
MIGHT BE ABLE TO USE THE POWER IF I WRITE IN THE POWER WORDS 
(Kaishaku, 2007 vol.2 28).
But again we come across the difference between the original and its English 
translation. In the original text, Kaishaku chooses the Japanese word “上書きす
る” （介錯 , vol.2 26） , which literally means “overwrite” instead of just “write in.” 
Today the word “overwrite” can be often used to mean “to replace the older 
letters or information and instead of it, to write down the renewed data-file on the 
computer screen.” In spite of the fact he sticks to the feather pen, the co-authors 
gave Aruto the unique ability to overwrite the hypertext as other person’s 
personal memory in a flash just like the “USB flash memory.” It is also highly 
important that Aruto can exercise the power only within the Merveilleux Space. It 
is a hyperspace where all Alice readers’ memories and responses have been 
stocked from the past to the present like a huge database on supercomputers. It is 
hyperreal because the border of space and time does not exist any more and as 
Baudrillard predicts, the distinction between the original and the simulacra 
disappears completely. Besides, it is a space expanded through the rhizomic 
network and there is no absolute central point actually, although Takion could not 
avoid his misconception that led him to the ultimate failure inevitably. He might 
have created the network system but once released, it is shared as a common 
space and no one can monopoly. Of course we should note the story itself is not 
set in the cyberspace, but to attempt an analysis of the story’s hyperreal side, it is 
highly useful to be conscious of the affinity with the digital world. 
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In fact, Eternal Alice Rondo begins and ends in a hyperreal world, at least 
according to its manga version, although the ending of the anime is considerably 
different. While Saito reads close interrelationship between “the layered structure 
of intertwined narratives” in Japanese anime such as Sailor Moon and role-
playing games, I think Eternal Alice Rondo too, comes under this category, and 
also belongs to “the summoned to another world subgenre that developed in the 
1990s” where “utterly ordinary girls become mixed up in an alien world by 
chance and are forced into battle willy-nilly”(Saito, 2011 123).
Carroll’s Alice, for instance, needed the devices for entering the Wonderland such 
as falling down the rabbit hole and going through the looking-glass, and they 
were needed to turn over the Victorian sensible world and introduce the non-
sense world. But the uniqueness of Eternal Alice Rondo lies in the fact that from 
the very beginning, augmented reality has been already introduced in the 
narrative space, and later Aruto himself turns out to be the ringleader of forcing 
the door open. The morning after he witnessed Arisu flying across the night sky, 
Aruto, pursuing after the girl resembling to her, came across the totally unfamiliar 
library, the entrance into the wonder space, but it should not have been there until 
then as long as he remembered. What happened at all? The moment he started 
overwriting his own Alice story on Takion’s original stories, Aruto unintentionally 
renewed the former narrative space and if so, whenever he adds the newer story 
the space might suffer from change or renewal everlastingly.  For the writers 
belonging to the pre-digital age such as Takion, it is a dangerous situation never 
to be overlooked and he might have resurrected again as a protesting “ghost-
writer” from the past literally. 
While a computer term “conflict” means a collision of plural programs on the 
same domain of computer memories, the Merveilleux Space can be a conflict-
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resolving hyperspace, too. At first Takion and Aruto cannot determine which 
world is more real and a complementary pair of Chinese boxes multiplies and 
develops into complexity; Aruto exists in Takion’s world but Takion exists in 
Aruto’s world. Impatient of paradoxical incompatibility and undecidability, 
Takion tries to extrude Aruto by strangling his formidable antagonist and cries:
IT’S NOT RIGHT! IT’S NOT POSSIBLE! NO FAN WORK CAN BE BETTER THAN THE 
ORIGINAL! I CAME UP WITH THIS STORY! / WHAT ABOUT HIM THAT IS BETTER 
THAN ME! HE IS WELL UNDER MY CONTROL! / HE CAN’T EVEN COME UP WITH 
HIS OWN STORY! WHAT’S SO CREATIVE ABOUT THAT! (Kaishaku, 2007 vol.4 149)
But whether it’s possible or “not possible”, Takion cannot deny the existence of 
Arisugawa Arisu created by Aruto, a fan writer of Takion. Takion is persuaded to 
acknowledge the defeat by his librarian, in fact, Alice Liddell.  
DID YOU NOT NOTICE? / ARISU ARISUGAWA IS JUST LIKE THE GIRLS FROM THE 
TWO BOOKS OF ALICE YOU WROTE. / SHE MUST’VE BEEN ABOUT THEIR AGE 
WHEN SHE WAS FIRST CREATED… BUT SHE DEVELOPED BEYOND THAT./ ARISU 
GREW SO MUCH SHE WAS BEYOND YOUR IMAGINATION. / … DO YOU REALLY 
THINK YOU HAVE ENOUGH POWER TO STOP ARUTO-KUN, WHO HAD THE 
CREATIVE POWER TO MAKE A CHARACTER WHO WOULD PROGRESS THIS FAR? 
(Kaishaku, 2007 vol. 4 146-47).
But unfortunately it is just at this moment that Aruto, Arisugawa and Kiraha, 
Aruto’s sister, know the secret of the birth of Arisugawa Arisu. While Aruto can 
overwrite the girl duelists’ inner stories, Arisugawa Arisu is the only exceptional 
character to whom he cannot display his ability. Strangely unlike the other Alice-
Users, Arisugawa Arisu does not have any past memories of the days before 
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meeting Aruto, and at first she just thought she had lost her memories somehow 
but now she knows the truth.  However, she hesitates to accept she is unreal and a 
fictious character and at a loss for words.
I… AM … / THE ALICE THAT ARUTO-KUN CREATED? / JUST AS HE WROTE ME… / 
JUST AS HE IMAGINED ME… / BUT THAT IS… THEN THAT MEANS… / I’M… / 
THAT EXPLAINS IT… / I’M…!/ AND… / MY FEELINGS… MY FEELINGS ARE… 
(Kaishaku, 2007 vol.4, 126-127).
Arisugawa’s confusion reminds us of the famous dialogue between Alice and the 
twin brothers in Through the Looking-Glass.
“He’s dreaming now,” said Tweedledee: “and what do you think he’s 
dreaming about?”
Alice said “Nobody can guess that.”
“Why, about you! ” Tweedledee exclaimed, clapping his hands 
triumphantly. “And if he left off dreaming about you, where do you 
suppose you’d be?”
“Where I am now, of course,” said Alice.
“Not you!” Tweedledee retorted contemptuously. “You’d be nowhere. 
Why, you’re only a sort of thing in his dream!”
“If that there King was to wake,” added Tweedledum, “you’d go out—
bang!—just like a candle!” 
“I shouldn’t!” Alice exclaimed indignantly. “Besides, if I’m only a sort of 
thing in his dream, what are you, I should like to know?”
“Ditto,” said Tweedledum.
“Ditto, ditto!” cried Tweedledee.
He shouted this so loud that Alice couldn’t help saying “Hush! You’ll be 
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waking him, I’m afraid, if you make so much noise.”
“Well, it’s no use your talking about waking him,” said Tweedledum, 
“when you’re only one of the things in his dream. You know very well 
you’re not real.”
“I am real!” said Alice, and began to cry. (Carroll, 1998 164-65)
Seemingly the Red King dreams of Alice and Alice finds him asleep or dreaming 
of herself. This Chinese-box construction leads the readers to the question: who 
is Alice and what is reality? Of course Alice does not admit she is not real nor a 
resident of the Red King’s dream, and at the end it turns out the whole story was 
in Alice’s dream.  But Arisu’s confusion might be more complicated because she 
feels a deep love for Aruto, her creator, but nevertheless she has to talk to herself 
about her substantiality too. Kiraha, Aruto’s sister, also loves his brother secretly 
and their relations inevitably develops into a love triangle. At last Kiraha 
confesses her love for Aruto, her brother without any relation by blood, and then 
searches his true heart:
EVEN IF ARISU-CHAN COULD EXIST OUTSIDE, I CAN’T BE FRIENDS WITH HER 
LIKE BEFORE. / BECAUSE SHE REALLY IS JUST THE GIRLFRIEND YOU MADE UP 
FOR YOURSELF. / YOU ACTUALLY FELL IN LOVE WITH A CHARACTER YOU 
MADE UP, WHO ISN’T EVEN REAL. / …I CAN’T ACCEPT THAT. / EVEN THOUGH 
YOU USED ME AS A MODEL FOR HER… / AND ARISU-CHAN KNOWS THAT… I 
MEAN WE THINK THE SAME WAY. …/ SO WHAT’S WRONG WITH ME, ANYWAY? / 
I’M AS MUCH ALICE AS SHE IS! (Kaishaku, 2007 Vol. 4 160-161).
Aruto, too, talks to them why he has created Arisu, his ideal Alice character, and 
why he has repeatedly narrated the story solely to his sister and at the same time 
he reveals his unrequitted love for Kiraha.
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IT’S BECAUSE WE AREN’T RELATED!  WE CAN’T BE MORE THAN SIBLINGS!  I 
HAVE TO LIKE ARISU! / THAT’S WHY… / THAT’S WHY I MADE UP THE ALICE 
STORIES TO TELL YOU, / TO MAKE YOU HAPPY… / TO FOCUS MY FEELINGS FOR 
YOU ONTO ALICE (Kaishaku, 2007 vol.4 164-65). 
Aruto’s involuntary suppression of consanguineous love for her sister has 
invented Arisu as a simulacrum or a reflection of his idealized image of his sister. 
Unlike Pygmalion, he cannot be satisfied solely with the copy and urges both of 
them to come back to their real world with him; however, like the twin brothers 
in Through the Looking-Glass or Alice and Alice Liddell as her model, Kiraha 
and Arisu are in fact a sort of doppelgangers to each other and they are like the 
twin images who are watching through the looking-glass, so it’s unavoidable the 
last fight starts to prove which is more real and attractive to Aruto between the 
original and a simulacrum . But when Takion jealous of Aruto’s superb 
imagination attacks him, they stop fighting and join forces to help Aruto. Of 
course it’s a temporal truce and interestingly enough the person who comes to an 
end to this battle is Alice Liddell. 
ARUTO-KUN… / THE STORIES YOU WRITE FOR SOMEONE ELSE… / THEY HAVE 
MUCH MORE MEANING FOR THAT PERSON THAN ANY LOVE LETTER COULD. / 
ESPECIALLY IF YOU’RE THE MODEL FOR A CHARACTER. / YOU’VE COMPOSED 
BILLIONS AND BILLIONS OF LOVE SONGS FOR KIRAHA. / IT WOULD BE 
STRANGE IF SHE HADN’T NOTICED YOUR FEELINGS. / SO, YOU MUST KNOW… / 
WHAT YOUR TRUE FEELINGS ARE. / AND WHO IS MOST IMPORTANT TO YOU… 
(Kaishaku, 2007 vol.4 166-67). 
After Liddell’s remark, Arisu abandons her love for Aruto and decides to remain 
in the Merveilleux Space. With all tears, she wishes for their future happiness, but 
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much more interesting and important is that Arisu finally realizes Kiraha is 
another creator of her and without Kiraha, her birth could not have been possible 
at all.
I’M SO HAPPY FOR YOU. / KIRAHA-CHAN… ARUTO-KUN… / I KNOW WHERE I 
CAME FROM… / I WAS BORN OF HER POWER… / … TO FULFIL ARUTO-KUN’S 
FEELINGS AND WISHES… / I AM THE REFLECTION FROM KIRAHA-CHAN’S 
M I R R O R  K E Y.  /  A R U T O - K U N  A N D  K I R A H A - C H A N ’ S  A R I S U  F R O M 
WONDERLAND… / FROM ARUTO-KUN’S LOVE FOR KIRAHA-CHAN… / AND… / 
FROM KIRAHA-CHAN’S LOVE FOR ARUTO-KUN… / FROM A WISH YOU SHOULD 
NOT WISH FOR. THE FEELINGS YOU HIDE DEEP WITHIN YOUR HEART… / I WAS 
MADE FROM ARUTO-KUN’S IMAGINATION… / BECAUSE ARUTO-KUN WISHES 
IT… / I  REALLY CAN’T EXIST OUTSIDE THIS PLACE. I’M NOT A REAL 
GIRL(Kaishaku, 2007 vol. 4 169-172).
But why does Arisu think she should stay only in fiction? She does know now her 
character is totally under Aruto’s control and not independent so she confesses a 
secret suspicion dawned in her mind: 
ARUTO-KUN!  THINK ABOUT IT… / THE WAY I’M ACTING NOW MIGHT JUST BE 
A PART OF YOUR STORY. / IF SO, THEN WHAT ARE MY REAL FEELINGS? / IF YOU 
WROTE ME TO LIKE YOU, IT MIGHT JUST BE A STORY YOU MADE UP. / YOU 
MIGHT JUST BE TWISTING MY FEELINGS AROUND TO FIT ME INTO YOUR 
STORY. / PLEASE DON’T ALWAYS THINK OF ME AS YOUR IDEAL ALICE. / I 
MIGHT NOT REALLY LIKE YOU (Kaishaku, 2007 vol.4 177-78).
Probably her heart-searching doubt as to autonomy of her free will lead her to the 
departure from her creator and Aruto finally understands that, too.
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…ALL RIGHT. YOU MAY BE RIGHT. / STORY CHARACTERS THAT ARE FULLY 
DEVELOPED CAN ACT ACCORDING TO THEIR OWN WILL. / THE IDEAL ALICE I 
LOVE… / MIGHT NOT EXIST ANY MORE. (Kaishaku, 2007 vol.4 178)
According to Alice Liddell’s advice, Aruto and Kiraha leave the world of dreams 
called the Merveilleux Space and come back to their reality just like Carroll’s 
Alice once did. But Eternal Alice Rondo’s ending is precisely opposite to those of 
Carroll’s two Alice stories. Right after their departure, Arisu bursts into tears and 
expresses her own feelings toward Aruto.
I KNEW… / THAT THE STORIES ARUTO-KUN MIGHT WRITE IN THE FUTURE… / 
WOULD NOT BE MINE. / EVEN IF I WERE IN THEM… / IT WOULD NOT BE ME. / 
ARUTO-KUN WILL NEVER…MEET ME AGAIN… / AND NEVER NEED ME AGAIN 
(Kaishaku, 2007 vol.4 187-88). 
Certainly Arisu anticipates the contingencies of her future life; at the same time it 
is at this moment that she has succeeded in creating her own feelings and forming 
her own distinctive character because Aruto, her creator, is not with her any more 
nor is revising Arisu’s story either. In fact, Eternal Alice Rondo does not end 
here. Perceiving the fictitious nature of the Wonderland at the end, Arisugawa 
Arisu comes back to the actual world and tries to rewrite the story on her future 
life. Arisu’s last monologue strongly suggests it:
IMAGINATION BECOMES CREATIVITY. / COMPLETED CHARACTERS WALK 
ON THEIR OWN. / THEY MOVE AROUND AND ENJOY THEMSELVES FREELY 
WITHIN THEIR STORY. YOU TOLD ME THAT. / MY ACTIONS ARE MY OWN. / MY 
FEELINGS FOR YOU ARE MY OWN. / MY MIND IS NOT WHAT YOU CREATED. / 
AND… /AWKWARD? / UNCALLED FOR? / WHY NOW…? / IT DOESN’T MATTER. / 
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THAT IMAGINATION IS… / I THINK I HAVE A SHOT…/ YEAH. / I AM HIS IDEAL 
ALICE, AFTER ALL. / AT SURPASSING MY CREATOR. / AND THIS TIME I’LL 
START A STORY… / WITH MY OWN WORDS. / THE BEGINNING OF A 
NEVER ENDING STORY… (Kaishaku, 2007 vol.4 195-96).
Eternal Alice Rondo has not ended yet and will never end eternally. The shape of 
speech balloons in which the italicized parts of her monologue are written, is 
quite different from the other round speech balloons and shows her last soliloquy 
belongs to the extradiegetic narration, too. Surprisingly, Arisugawa Arisu 
reappears as another creator of a newer story of her future life as well as Aruto’s 
mere imaginative character, so metaphorically we can call Eternal Alice Rondo “a 
meta-metafiction.”
Conclusion 
Just like the White Rabbit in Carroll’s Alice story, Arisugawa Arisu can come and 
go between the two worlds as “a completed character” but this time the boundary 
may lie between the virtual world and the actual world as well as between the 
narrative world and the actual world, and the opposing two worlds are blurred by 
her hyperreal existence. The two worlds are connected with each other like a 
Mobius band and our wonderland in the 21st century may be in wafting timelessly 
in a digitalized cyberspace.
Japanese readers too have been charmed by the world of fantasy as well as 
continental readers, and in their understanding of Alice Japanese artists have 
attempted to transform the original tale and the medium with both ingenuity and 
creativity. The fascination with a story that can connect reality with fantasy and 
transform fantasy back to reality has been the corner stone of both the original 
Alice and the new versions adapted to the new world. The tale of a small English 
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girl exploring her surrounding over one and a half century ago has moved from 
just a childhood fantasy to an adult tale of morality and augmented reality. From 
the printed word to manga and anime, the Japanese artist and otaku have adapted 
the original Alice story and transformed her into a Japanese Alice who now 
functions as an independent character in her own right. The obsession with fantasy 
in Japan has also allowed different media to include contemporaneous themes of 
social significance promoting a new culture of Japanese fantasy turning global. 
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上のテーブルがあり，そこで食べていける広い店もある．　店の前には “Let’s go 
Bento!” という看板が掲げられている．　メニューの名前も “～bento” となっている．　
bentoという語はすでに英語になっている．　オックスフォード新英英辞典（第２版）
にも記載されていて，次のように定義している．　“a Japanese-style packed lunch, 







































4 UK-grown wasabi charms European chefs    http://www.bbc.com/news/business-36424983
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6 『ジェトロセンサー』 2016年４月号　「ホフステード特別インタビュー」 p.5
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BBC News HP.  “UK-grown wasabi charms European chefs”
http://www.bbc.com/news/business-36424983　（2017年３月２日閲覧）
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0.　はじめに















1 鈴木「As You Like Itからの翻案の様態：『汝所好』研究序説（１）」参照．以下，「序説（１）」と略記
する．






























































































































これやCeliaを質問攻めにして，逆に “You must borrow me Gargantua’s mouth 
first”（III. ii. 80）4と詰られる原作の面白みも落としてしまっている．
4 Shakespeareからの引用は，やや古いのは承知しているが，書き写しの都合を優先して Craig編The 
Complete Works of William Shakespeareから．行数等もこれに拠る．
－ 66－





















②　Time trots hard with “a young maid between the contract of her marriage 
and the day it is solemnized”（127）．
①　Time ambles with “a priest that lacks Latin, and a rich man that hath not 
the gout”（128）．
③　Time gallops with “a thief to the gallows”（131）．
⓪　Time stays still with “lawyers in the vacation”（133）．
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ところでRosalindは，“an old religious uncle of mine”（139）から聞いた話として，
女性につきものである “so many giddy offences”（同）に言及する．Orlandoが “any 
of the principal evils”（140）を教えてくれと請うと，Rosalindの答えは，“There 
were none principal; they were all like one another as half-pence are; every one 














尚も聞きたがるOrlandoに対して，Rosalindは “I will not cast away my physic, 
but on those that are sick.”と去なしておいて，Rosalindの名を木々に彫り付けて回
っている男のことをあげつらい，“if I could meet that fancy-monger, I would give 














恋している兆候が見られないと判じられたOrlandoが “I would I could make thee 
believe I love”（148）と漏らすや，Rosalindは “Me believe it! you may as soon 
make her that you love believe it” と皮肉っぽい驚きの声を上げ，続けて “she is 
apter to do than to confess she does; that is one of the points in the which women 










He was to imagine me his love, his mistress; and I set him every day to 
woo me: at which time would I, being but a moonish youth, grieve, be 
effeminate, changeable, longing and liking; proud, fantastical, apish, 
shallow, inconstant, full of tears, full of smiles…　（155）
要するに，自分を恋人に見立てさせ，Rosalindの説によれば「女性特有の」気紛
れさを大いに発揮して相手を翻弄し，とうとう “his mad humour of love” から “a 




























律義と言えば，長い間放っておかれたCeliaに対して，As You Like Itでは去り際





Touchstoneは無知なAudrey相手に “I am here with thee and thy goats, as the 
























が “thou swearest to me thou art honest: now, if thou wert a poet, I might have 
some hope thou didst feign”（11）と吐露するところとは，ほとんど正反対に聞える．
また，鈍弥は「醜い懶惰女に真実の有るのは、恰是汚穢い器物に甘美い食物を盛
たやうなもの」とTouchstoneと同じ譬えを出しながら，「美しい不実な女よりは遥か
に増し」（110）と続けている．これも “Would you not have me honest?” と問う




























“wainscot”（31）を繋ぐように二人を繋ぐだけだ．結局，“one of you will prove a 










は百も承知である．きちんと結婚しなければ，“it will be a good excuse for me 










































RosalindはPhebeの高慢ぶりに意見して，有名な “Sell when you can; you are 














’Tis not your inky brows, your black silk hair,
Your bugle eyeballs, nor your cheek of cream,












刻来の冷たい態度を改める．それは原作と同じなのだが，Silviusに向かって “it is 










Orl.  Good day, and happiness, dear Rosalind! 















































蝸牛の譬えで家の次に出てくるのは角である．Rosalindが言う角とは “horns; that 







“What would you say to me now, an I were your very very Rosalind?” と問われ，














































話は進んで模擬結婚式を挙げる段となり，Orlandoの “And wilt thou have me?”









が，原作にある有名な “men are April when they woo, December when they wed: 











Rosalindは続いて女性のwitを話題に上げる．Witと言っても，それは “make her 
fault her husband’s occasion”（72）する為に使うような，言わば悪知恵である．
Rosalindによれば，知恵ある女ほどwaywardであり，彼女はその様を “make the 
9 冠者の台詞に「命が物種ぢや」とある．『狂言全集』のp. 296より．
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doors upon a woman’s wit, and it will out at the casement; shut that, and ’twill out 



























四幕一場でOrlandoが去った後，先ほどまで大人しくしていたCeliaは “You have 
simply misused our sex in your love-prate”（81）とRosalindを詰る．鳥が自分の巣
－ 81－
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10 鈴木の「『お気に召すまま』における挿入歌の劇的機能」, p. 7を参照．以下，「挿入歌」と略記．
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そこへ手紙を携えて登場するのがSilvius＝七助である．Phebeに持たされた手紙
の中身をRosalindがどの時点で見るのか，ト書きがないからはっきりしないが，








































その後，気絶するのは原作も翻案も同じであるが，原作ではRosalindは “a body 



























































Phe.  Good shepherd, tell this youth what ’tis to love.
Sil.  It is to be all made of sighs and tears;
And so am I for Phebe.
Phe.  And I for Ganymede.
Orl.  And I for Rosalind.
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14 例えば，1998年10月，Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre Companyが巡業で東京グローブ座にやって
きた折に観たAs You Like It（演出Lucy Bailey，出演Anastasia Hille他）では，Adam役のLeader 
HawkinsがHymenも演じていたし，2000年12月，当時RSCが使っていたLondonのBarbican 
Centre地下の小劇場Pitで観たAs You Like It（演出Greg Doran，出演Alexandra Gilbreath他）でも，
Adam役のPeter CopleyがHymenを演じていた．
－ 88－



































郎に向かってそれぞれ言葉を贈る．このうちTouchstoneについては “And you to 
wrangling; for thy loving voyage / Is but for two months victual’d”（141-142）と，
かなり皮肉を込めていた．一方，虚無が鈍弥に向けて言うのは，「足下も亦相当の女
房を得て喜び限りなからん」（167）と，至って普通の祝いの言葉になっている．




















































































＿．「As You Like Itからの翻案の様態：『汝所好』研究序説（１）」．『英語英文学研究』第78号（第
40巻第2号）所収．八王子：創価大学英文学会，2016．31-50．
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1. モダリティについては、これまで様々な研究がなされ、論じられてきている。学習
英文法の観点からのモダリティの定義は、Carter et al.（2011, 288）の以下の記述が
参考になるであろう。“Modality is about a speaker’s or a writer’s attitude towards 
the world. A speaker or writer can express certainty, possibility, willingness, 






ている（e.g. Hoye 1997, 2-3; Simon-Vandenbergen and Aijmer 2007, 2; Boogaart 
and Fortuin 2016, 534）。1   Simon-Vandenbergen and Aijmer（2007, 2）は、モダリ
ティを表す副詞について、Quirk et al.（1985）、Biber et al.（1999）、Huddleston and 
Pullum（2002）のような大型の文法書を除いて、まだ研究論文が比較的少ないこと
1 モダリティを表す表現の例として、Hoye（1997, 2-3）は、イディオム（e.g. HAD BETTER、
WOULD RATHER、WOULD SOONER）、形容詞、名詞、副詞、動詞を、Simon-Vandenbergen 







藤本 和子．　日本人英語学習者のモダリティ表現の使用について ― “certainty”と“doubt”を表す副詞 ―
にも触れている。さらに、モダリティの重要性と学習者にとっての習得の難しさにつ
いて、Holmes（1988, 21）は、“There is widespread agreement among both 
theoretical and applied linguists that modality is a complex and very important 
aspect of English which is not easy for first or second language learners to acquire.”
と述べている。



















Epistemic modalityの学習者への指導に関して、McEnery and Kifle（2002, 193）
は、助動詞が中心となっており、副詞などのその他のモダリティ表現は、助動詞ほど
扱われていないことを以下のように指摘している。“[E]pistemic modal verbs are 
－ 95－
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taught as principal types of epistemic modality and less treatment is given to 
adverbial, lexical, adjectival, and noun groups.”　Epistemic modalityは、日常生活
の中で、考えや判断を述べる場合に、どの程度の確信度をもっているか表すために
も必要とされる。Coats（1983, 18）には、“It [Epistemic modality] is concerned with 
the speaker’s assumptions or assessment of possibilities and, in most cases, it 




3．比較分析するコーパスは、学習者コーパスThe Longman Learners’ Corpus（LLC） 
の日本人データ（LLC_J）と母語話者コーパスAmerican English 2006 （AmE06）、
British English 2006（BE06）である。2   LLCは、世界中から収集された英語学習者
のエッセイや試験答案からの書き言葉データ8,974,424語からなるおよそ1,000万語
のコーパスである。検索設定で、Country of data collectionを日本、Native 
language categoryを日本語とし、Task typeをset/free/project essaysにすると、日本
人学習者データ930,973語、つまりおよそ100万語のサブコーパスとなる。このサブ
コーパスには、American English（AmE）とBritish English（BrE）が含まれている








2 CQPweb at Lancaster. Available at https://cqpweb.lancs.ac.uk/.
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4．本稿で調査する副詞の項目について、Biber et al.（1999）に沿って述べていく。
Biber et al.（1999, 538）は、adverbsについて、“In a clause, adverbs can either be 
integrated into an element of the clause or function themselves as an element of the 
clause.”として、adverbsは、前者の場合は、modifiersの働きをし、後者の場合は、
adverbialsであると説明している。さらに、同書は、adverbialsについて、“ [I]t is 
important to distinguish adverbials from other features which have similar 
structures but are constituents of a phrase rather than elements of a clause.” （762）
と記述している。例文(1)-(5)を見てみよう。
(1)  I keep walking in this rubbish.
(2)  She grinned widely.
(3)  In all honesty, $300 million is not going to make a fundamental change.
(4)  The £3,000 prize in the women’s event went to Bev Nicholson.
(5)  Widely varying types of land are cultivated.
Biber et al. (1999, 762)
例文 (4)-(5) において、in the women’s event、Widelyは、それぞれ、名詞prizeと形
容詞varyingを修飾しているため、“constituents of a phrase”であり、adverbialsと
みなされない。一方、(1)-(3) のin this rubbish、widely、In all honestyは、“elements 
of a clause”であるため、adverbialsである。本稿では、Biber et al.（1999）のいう
modifiersとadverbialsの両方を扱い、あわせて副詞と呼ぶことにする。
Biber et al.（1999）の副詞の文中での働きと表す意味について見てみよう。まず、
副詞の働きについて、同書は、Adverbs modifying adjectives、Adverbs modifying 
other adverbs、Adverbs modifying other elements、3   Adverbs as complements of 
prepositions、Adverbs as clause elements: adverbials、Adverbs with degree 
3 Biber et al.（1999, 548）の“other elements”には、“noun phrases （or parts of noun phrases）”、
“prepositional phrases”、“particles”、“numerals or measurements”が含まれる。
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epistemicには、1. certainty/doubt、2. reality/actuality、3. evidence、4. limitations、
5. imprecision [hedges] が含まれる（557）。本稿では、1の“certainty/doubt”を表す副
詞に焦点を絞って調査する。
Figure 1は、Biber et al.（1999）の副詞の意味分類を簡潔に図示したものである。
本稿で扱うものを太字にしている。

















藤本 和子．　日本人英語学習者のモダリティ表現の使用について ― “certainty”と“doubt”を表す副詞 ―
Biber et al.（1999, 561-562, 869）は、およそ4,000万語（40, 025,700語）の話し言
葉と書き言葉からなるthe Longman Spoken and Written English Corpusを分析し、













562）には、adverbの出現頻度が、at least 200とover 1,000のいずれかで示されてお
り、かなり大まかな件数表示である。一方、同書（869-870）のadverbialの頻度は、
less than 50と100件刻みの件数で表されている。
4 Biber et al. （1999, 540）は、of courseを副詞として用いられる“fixed phrase”としている。
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Table 1.　Adverbとしてのprobably、maybe、perhaps、of courseの100万語あた
りの出現件数（modifierとadverbialを含む）
AmE CONV BrE CONV ACAD
probably at least 200 at least 200 at least 200
maybe at least 200 at least 200 -
perhaps - at least 200 at least 200
of course at least 200 at least 200 at least 200
-（ハイフン）は、出現件数が200に満たないことを示す。
Biber et al.（1999, 561-562）に基づいて作成。
Table 2.　Adverbialとしてのprobably、maybe、perhaps、of courseの100万語あ
たりの出現件数
AmE CONV BrE CONV ACAD
probably 900 600 200
maybe 800 200 less than 50
perhaps 100 200 300
of course 200 300 200
Biber et al.（1999, 869-870）に基づいて作成。









藤本 和子．　日本人英語学習者のモダリティ表現の使用について ― “certainty”と“doubt”を表す副詞 ―
CONVでは、probablyの頻度が最も高く、AmE CONVにおいて、BrE CONVより
もmaybeの頻度がかなり高い。ACADは、第1位、perhaps（300件）、第2位、












Table 3.　LLC_J_AmE vs AmE06_L
（  ）内は1万語あたりの調整頻度
LLC_J_AmE AmE06_L LL p-value
probably 87 (1.17) 34 (1.83) -4.53 < 0.05
maybe 177 (2.39) 0 (0.00) -
perhaps 61 (0.82) 52 (2.80) -38.61 < 0.0001
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Table 4.　LLC_J_BrE vs BE06_L
（  ）内は1万語あたりの調整頻度
LLC_J_BrE BE06_L LL p-value
probably 20 (1.05) 12 (0.66) 1.71
maybe 21 (1.11) 3 (0.16) 14.46 < 0.001
perhaps 12 (0.63) 24 (1.32) -4.58 < 0.05































Maybeとperhapsが表す確信度は、どのようであろうか。Hands and Wild（2012, 
20-21）は、“Adverbials of probability”として、“least certain”から“most certain”
を表す順に、conceivably/possibly/perhaps, maybe/hopefully/probably/presumably/
almost certainly/no doubt, doubtless/definitelyのように掲載している。この記述に
よると、maybeとperhapsの確信度は同じ程度となる。さらに、Swan（2016, エント
リー525）には、“These two words [maybe and perhaps] mean the same. They are 






あらたまった表現のperhapsの使用に慣れていないということだろうか。Biber et al. 
（1999, 868）は、maybeの使用について、BrEとAmEのconversationを比較すると、









































probably 9 (0.64) 10 (0.59) 9 (0.72) 71 (1.60) 5 (1.38)
maybe 25 (1.79) 35 (2.07) 49 (3.91) 84 (1.89) 4 (1.10)
perhaps 4 (0.29) 19 (1.12) 7 (0.56) 36 (0.81) 1 (0.28)
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Abstract
American regional literature recognizes Jeffersonian ideals of egalitarian 
democracy and anti-elitist politics, but also confronts John Crow Laws of 
racial discrimination, revealing the passions of marginalized and repressed 
individuals that Southern writers like Carson McCullers handle with 
intuitive awareness. The interminable ghosts of American regionalism, 
loneliness, deviance, prejudice, madness and angst, haunt the writings of 
McCullers. She becomes the characters she creates, revealing the strange 
unconscious mind lurking below the surface of civilized society. Her works 
are bleached by images of unconventional morality, sexual deviance, racial 
prejudice, female madness and psychological angst, set within the troubling 
race relations and class discrimination of the Deep South. McCullers’ 
novels are often seen as representations of a universal human predicament 
that require a stoic acceptance of the tragic and violent. Her morbid 
fascination with the unconscious and tender compassion for the 
marginalized is never disappointing. Though unclear about God and 
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Church, McCullers believes in the therapeutic power of Christian ethics 
that often forces the strong to empathize with the weak. She explores the 
hidden motives of her characters revealing their animal passion or monk-
like asceticism. Her characters enact their inexorable destinies on a dreary 
landscape out of an irresistible inner urge for self-expression without the 
hope of transformation. McCullers presents the dreamlike inner world of 
her novels through her precise, almost poetic prose that mesmerizes the 
reader with its vivid images and symbols. Her denouements reveal the 
troubling spiritual and psychological sickness of American society that 
continues to haunt after half a century.
American novelist Carson McCullers (1917-1967) creates stories from the 
loneliness of individuals in a society divided by race, gender and identity without 
the redeeming grace of salvation. She represents a body of Southern writers in 
America, from Zola Hurston (1891-1960) and Flannery O'Connor (1925-1964) to 
Richard Wright (1908-1960) and William Faulkner (1897-1962), who wrote about 
racial prejudice, deviant sexuality, psychic violence, female madness, and 
psychological angst over half a century ago. As America implodes claiming its 
European past McCullers's writings haunt the present by their poignant images 
of aloneness and discontent. Her world is often sinister and elemental poised 
between the rational and irrational. Here characters spring to life, tasting their 
own urgencies, seducing the world into violence or silence. McCullers fictional 
characters enact their terrible and compulsive destines, unable to change the 
tragic course of their lives. The causality of circumstance arbitrates the lives of 
her characters represented through the regret of a forlorn geography and the 
painful heat of changing seasons. The regional and repressed become poignant 
reminders of the imperfections of human being and society.
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Regional literature in America has always revealed the dark and repressed side of 
the nation, and, therefore, suffers the ignominy of backwardness. Once more, in 
the twenty-first century, American civil society grapples with issues that 
Southern literature once confronted. Robert Jackson believed that the region was 
“an integral part of American identity” but lacked the ‘ethical past’ of European 
literature as the original condition of freedom in America arose out of “slavery 
not utopia”. The historical narrative of freedom in America traced the shift from 
“colonial subjugation to republican independence” and expressed somewhat 
“ambivalent attitudes” towards American culture and region (Jackson, 2005 1-6). 
Freedom emerged from the throes of slavery and lacked the ideal component of 
egalitarianism. American regional writers endorsed Jeffersonian ideals of a 
robust democracy and anti-elitist status quo and battled with Caucasian 
domination and repressed passion to bring out a troubled vision of America. 
American regionalism promoted an overpowering sense of nationalism and race 
somewhat different from European regionalism which stood for healthy 
individualism and demographic diversity. The geographical rootedness of 
Southern writers and the violence of repressed sexuality they embodied can help 
us to better understand some of the concerns of American society and culture. 
Writers like Faulkner and McCullers were exceptional in this regard. They 
brought out the dark unconscious of the American psyche through themes of 
uncontrollable passions, scheming revenge and unchristian discrimination. It is 
possible to claim that American literary imagination exists not so much in its 
Northern urban literature but Southern rural literature. 
The Dark Unconscious in McCullers 
McCullers reveals the sense of desperation and loneliness by writing from the 
inside, capturing the inner world of her characters through her lyrical and almost 
dreamlike prose. She makes sure that the reader understands the inexorable 
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destinies of her characters through a detailed account of their compulsive 
behavior, not their circumstances. Rising above the middle class morality of the 
American South, she fuses her literary consciousness with the psyche of her 
characters and reveals the troubled heart of abnormal, unwanted people. She 
writes with an uncanny precision about the unconscious mind universalizing a 
specific geography and era. Even after a century her works reverberate with a 
critical rhetoric of the murky underbelly of America, its predilections and hidden 
preferences. Her representation of marginalized individuals, deviants and power-
hungry whites is born out of a “subconscious need for communication” a burning 
desire for “self-expression” (McCullers, 1981 277). The honesty of her 
representation of the inner landscape is unmatched in American literature. 
Marguerite Young calls her a “poetic symbolist,” one who is “a seeker after those 
luminous meanings which always do transcend the boundaries of the 
stereotyped, the conventional, and the so-called normal” (Young, 1996 14). 
Perhaps it is better to call her a psychic symbolist who does not seek “luminous 
meaning” but ferrets out meaning from the dark unconscious, the subterranean 
realms of desire and gives it luminosity. 
Literature always provides a prophetic vision and a peek into the past. Often new 
possibilities and problems that a society faces are represented in its literature. 
Going back to literature often helps us to find solutions that plague society in the 
present. Problems of color and class are integral part of American society that 
Southern literature confronted in the early decades of the twentieth century. 
Obviously the way we understand literature undergoes a change depending on 
the priorities and concerns of a particular generation or age. Much of the 
scholarship on McCullers before the 1960s had to do with regionalism, race 
relations and white identity. But during the decades of the 1970s and 1980s 
critical scholarship on McCullers began to change bringing in new approaches 
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based on New Historicism, feminism, ethnography and post structuralism. With 
the rise of new identity politics in the 1960s representations of history, gender 
and race became more important than themes of loneliness, sexual repression 
and love (Logan, 1996 10). The whirligig of scholarship may take new directions 
under the pressure of ideology and departmental survival, but the thematic 
context and concerns of the writer do not. Issues connected to lack of faith, an 
absent theology, compassion for the poor, mystical synergy, inability to love, 
visceral passion are abiding concerns of Southern writing that McCullers 
inherited. McCullers however designed her own philosophy of life. She 
recognized the presence of the divine but found that God did not play a 
significant role in her universe. He was present in his absence.
McCullers skirted the narrow constraints of a Southern Christian morality 
bringing together different aspects of individuals and social life useful to her 
craft within the domain of her imagination. She did not enunciate a clear position 
on the existence of God or authority of the Church but followed a humane 
Christian ethics and empathized with the weak and poor (Graver, 1969 115-6). 
However in her technique of fiction she assumed “the responsibility of God” and 
granted her characters “a moral freedom accountable only to the author” herself 
(McCullers, 1981 273). She wrote about the deaf mutes, the voyeur, the peeping 
toms, the army homosexuals, sexually repressed women, acerbic whites, the 
nymphomaniacs, the psychopaths, the persecuted Negroes, and the maladjusted 
immigrants through images, shadows and silences pulling out perspectives often 
ignored by other writers. She used the margins of silence to suggest the 
unspoken, the hidden and hibernating. She introduced characters hounded by 
loneliness and guilt, “suspended between radiance and darkness” seeking a 
“swift illumination”. She gave the reader a “glimpse of human struggle and 
valor” passing though “the endless fluid passage of humanity through endless 
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time” (McCullers, 1982 312). In one of her poems, “Saraband,” she talked of the 
sorrows of life and ideological divisions of this world as part of her response to 
existence and Southernism, especially in the following lines, 
Select your sorrows if you can,
Edit your ironies, even grieve with guile,
Adjust to a world divided
What demands your candid senses stoop to labyrinthine wiles
What natural alchemy lends
To the scrubby grocery boy with dirty hair
The lustre of Apollo, or Golden Hyacinth’s fabled stare,
If you must cross the April park, be brisk:
Avoid the cadence of the evening, eyes from afar
Lest you be held as a security risk
Solicit only the evening star (McCullers, 1972 300). 
McCullers talked about the inescapable realities of “sorrows” and “ironies” that 
writers must cunningly express, “even grieve with guile”. Before they “stoop to 
labyrinthine wiles” and use the “alchemy” of their craft to represent Apollo’s 
rationality or Hyacinth’s perspective they must learn to deal with a “divided” 
world, where nothing is perfect. McCullers realized that to represent pain 
through literature it was necessary to empathize, become one with the sufferer, 
the sojourner, the deaf mute, or an identity-less person. The psychological 
identification and emotional bonding with her characters was imperative, given 
the imperfections of this world and our understanding of it.
McCullers was deeply involved with her characters as all writers perhaps are, but 
she became one with the feelings and perspectives of her characters, so much so 
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that she lost the ability of disengage and objectify. In The Mortgaged Heart 
written in 1955 McCullers explained at length about her craft, especially her 
ability to enter the minds of her characters and feel as they did.
When I write about a thief, I become one; when I write about Captain 
Penderton, I become a homosexual man; when I write about a deaf mute, I 
become dumb during the time of the story. I become the characters I write 
about and I bless the Latin poet Terence who said, ‘Nothing human is alien 
to me’ (McCullers, 1981 282).
McCullers, believed that she could enter the psyche of her characters revealing 
the kinks in their lives and the predilections that led them to catastrophe. She 
was able to include the non-religious, the marginalized, and the outcast as 
characters in her fiction and presented their vision authentically.
McCullers brought a dreamlike, almost mesmeric quality to her prose that verges 
towards poetry. Some scholars do not agree with this assessment. Lawrence 
Graver criticizes McCullers writing for its lack of “artistry” and “luridness” of 
subject. Graver is unwilling to grant McCullers’s Reflections a symbolic reading 
and argues that the novel “never establishes credible connections with any world, 
literal or fantastic, and that its understanding of psychology is misty to the point 
of meaninglessness” (Graver, 1969 21-22).  Some of McCullers psychology seems 
impractical. It is impossible to believe that Private Williams sneaks into 
Leonora’s bedroom, sits by her bedside and watches her sleep night after night 
without being discovered by her. Even Leonora’s sick neighbor Alison sees 
Private Williams sitting by Leonora’s bedside and informs Captain Penderton 
about his presence. Captain Penderton laughs her off and escorts her back to her 
home. It is implausible that Penderton, who has been following Private Williams 
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towards the end of the story, fails to see him in or around his house. Sometimes 
we feel that McCullers does not grasp outer reality the way she does the inner. 
But Graver’s criticism is rather harsh and subjective. McCullers captures both the 
detail of character and scenery accurately and chooses unconventional characters 
that live in conventional environments. She may not be true to the principles of 
western psychology especially in her depiction of bedroom scenes vis-à-vis 
Leonora and other male characters but often than not her representation of 
psychological conflict and struggle, especially the jungle scene between an 
exhausted and sexually excited Captain Penderton and a relaxed and naked 
Private Williams, are plausible. Perhaps Graver might want McCullers’ character 
undergo a transformation, and change for the better, but that is not within the 
domain of American writing. Comprehending inner conflict is one thing, but 
suggesting techniques of inner transformation is another. Critics must judge 
McCullers by what she believes in and writes about. She assumes that writing 
should be a “wandering” a kind of “dreaming occupation” (McCullers, 1981 
283). 
McCullers believed that it was possible for a writer to pull out the unconscious 
through the power of the imagination and magnetize it in fiction. She wrote,
The intellect is submerged beneath the unconscious—the thinking mind is 
best controlled by the imagination. Yet writing is not something amorphous 
and unintellectual. Some of the best novels and prose are as exact as a 
telephone number, but few prose writers can achieve this because of the 
refinement of passion and poetry that is necessary. I don’t like the word 
prose; it’s too prosaic. Good prose should be fused with the light of poetry; 
prose should be l ike poetry, poetry should make sense l ike prose 
(McCullers, 1981 283).
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For a writer to be exact like a ‘telephone number’ and yet be refined and 
passionate were high standards McCullers set for herself. But emotive writing 
was not all. It should make “sense like prose,” that is, be plausible and sound.
McCullers understood her childhood environment of the South—the fauna, flora, 
accents, politics, seasons and memory. She reincarnated the voices of the South 
in her works and made them come alive with imagination and insight. In “The 
Flowering Dream” she wrote,
It is only with imagination and reality that you get to know the things a novel 
requires. Reality alone has never been that important to me….The 
imagination combines memory with insight, combines reality with the 
dream…Many authors find it hard to write about new environments that 
they did not know in childhood. The voices heard from childhood have a 
truer pitch. And the foliage—the trees of childhood—are remembered more 
exactly. When I work from within a different locale from the South, I have to 
wonder what time the flowers are in bloom—and what flowers? … No 
matter what the politics, the degree or non-degree of liberalism in a 
Southern writer, he is still bound to this peculiar regionalism of language 
and voices and foliage and memory (McCullers, 1981 284-5).
In her works she lived up to those high standards she had set for herself. Her 
mixing of imagination and reality created the mood, temper and central vision of 
each story that the reader could sense. The imagery brought alive the dreariness 
of her locales and the nostalgia of remembering connected to her childhood 
experiences. Childhood experiences are usually bigger than what they actually 
are. Children often see the adult world as protective or threatening. Often 
childhood memories create Dickensian angels and ogres to which McCullers was 
no exception.
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McCullers’ world presented desperate and lonely characters, characters who 
tested their courage and psyche by entering a dark world of misunderstanding, 
distrust and loneliness. She culled out images from her childhood experiences. 
Through realistic images and symbols she could sketch the inner landscape of an 
alcoholic, mute”, un-joined person, Mozart lover, a black doctor, a reclusive 
voyeur, a Francophile Filipino, mad adulterous woman or homosexual killers. 
Even black writers like Richard Wright could sense the “astonishing humanity” 
of McCullers in handling” Negro characters” with “ease and justice” which 
sprang from her overarching “humanity and tenderness” (Wright, 1940). The 
mysterious yearnings and social isolation of characters in The Heart is a Lonely 
Hunter (1940) forced McCullers to find unique solutions to the desire for love 
and belonging that were part of her childhood memories.  In The Member of the 
Wedding (1946) McCullers gives to Frankie Addams a yearning to find out what 
brings people together, what “joins them” and what separates them (McCullers, 
1946 1). 
Even after a century of her birth anniversary, the major reckonings of her 
fictional characters reverberate the literary landscape of America. The sense of 
hopelessness that prevailed in the wake of Roosevelt's New Deal and the Great 
Depression of the 1920s brought a new urgency to the literary imagination of 
America. Americans sensed the World War reignite in Europe and yearned for 
change, yearned for a better world. The teenage girl Mick Kelly of The Heart is a 
Lonely Hunter symbolized the lives of many teenagers who dreamt to succeed 
and find happiness in America. The deaf mute John Singer and the half-mad 
Anacleto grappled with problems of race, inequality and apathy representing the 
adult world. McCullers confronted the problems of lesser human beings and the 
gaps between expected idealism and day-to-day reality. Obviously she posed 
political questions of gutless conformity, the apathy of the status quo, empty 
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promises and self-seeking white concerns of privileged and self-seeking elites. 
Behind McCullers writing is a “history of barbarous splendor, ruined poverty, 
and family hauteur” that is reflected through images and symbols such as 
nondescript houses and small town cafes (McCullers, 1961 62). The class and 
race divide in McCullers reflects a larger divide of ideology and nations. In the 
midst of an incommensurable world the cafe is perhaps the last refuge of lonely 
individual.   
The Café in McCullers
The cafe stands out in McCullers as a subliminal divide between ideal and real, 
camaraderie and loneliness, expectation and exhaustion and takes the novel to a 
new level of compulsive social behavior. The desire to seek company and yet be 
alone propels character to go to the café. All kinds of strange and helpless people 
are at the café. The cafe is both a place to overcome loneliness and yet to become 
lonelier. The sense of human helplessness is more apparent in McCullers than in 
Hemingway and Faulkner as McCullers reveals the psychological hurt from the 
inside more in terms of individual consciousness than as flashback or surreal 
representation. She believes that the more sensitive and persecuted you are the 
more you feel the banality of existence and the dreariness of landscape and fall a 
victim to a do-nothing syndrome. The sad cafes of her stories reveal the 
loneliness of men and women mesmerized by an event or hankering for new 
urban possibilities. Often her characters follow their own predilections and 
yearnings, seeking shadows to hide or a space to breathe. Undoubtedly the 
autobiographical element dominates the emotional and actual landscape of her 
stories. Living in a hot town like Columbus Georgia, McCullers hankered for the 
pleasures of big city like New York. In “How I Began to Write” a 1948 article, 
McCullers confesses,
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I dreamed of the distant city of skyscrapers and snow, and New York was the 
happy mise en scène of that first novel I wrote when I was fifteen years old. 
The details of the book were queer: ticket collectors on the subway, New 
York front yards—but by that time it did not matter, for already I had begun 
another journey. That was the year of Dostoyevsky, Chekov and Tolstoy—
and there were the intimations of an unsuspected region equidistant from 
New York. Old Russia and our Georgia rooms, the marvelous solitary region 
of simple stories and the inward mind”” (McCullers, 1981 256-57) 
She was able to put the image of New York into scenes of the New York Café in 
The Heart is a Lonely Hunter. Living in Georgia, the “intimations” from world 
literature especially Russian came to her and a new yearning began, but the 
setting was always the solitary “Georgia rooms” that claimed ruminations of the 
“inward mind”. In The Ballad of the Sad Café (1943) she describes its working 
class dreariness,
The town itself is dreary; not much is there except the cotton mill, the two-
room houses where the workers live, a few peach trees, a church with two 
colored windows, and a miserable main street only a hundred yards long…
The winters here are short and raw, the summers white with glare and fiery 
hot. (McCullers, 1955 1). 
McCullers explores the tensions of the place and what it takes for the human 
spirit to break down. The customers of the cafe are nondescript working class 
folks who merge within the dreary environment. They are like the mechanical 
cotton mills, the solitary church, and the miserable street moving slowly like a 
machine.   
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The sad cafés also represent the wild abandon of bygone days juxtaposed against 
the feeble present. The sad café in The Ballad of a Sad Café, now closed, tells the 
story of the owner Miss Amelia Evans and her hunchback Cousin Lymon, the 
latter being responsible for the “success and gaiety” of the place (McCullers, 
1951 2). The men and women who inhabit the cafes of McCullers stories are 
perhaps more sensitive and marginalized than Hemingway’s or Faulkner’s; their 
sense of loneliness is more apparent. The reader can feel the dreary landscape of 
the South, and within it the ‘do-nothing’ of life. The sad cafés of her stories show 
the longings of lonely men and women mesmerized by a happening or hankering 
for a bigger city like New York. In The Heart is a Lonely Hunter, the café is 
called New York Café is located on a deserted street where the pretentious name 
suggests a desire to escape. The simple-minded owner of the café Biff Bannon 
presides over drunks, hoodlums and gets hounded by his nagging wife whenever 
he goes upstairs (McCullers, 1981 15-17). The owners of the cafes in McCullers 
novels are strange folks just like the customers, but more fleshed out than the 
waiters of cafés in Hemingway. The cafes in McCullers unlike Hemingway’s are 
not places to rest but a counterpoint to all that the small town is not.
Modern writers and artists have always loved the freedom and openness of the 
French café and wrote in and about them. The café culture brought the private 
and public together mixing pleasure, creativity, socializing and companionship in 
one small place. In the 1920s writers like T. S. Eliot, Gertrude Stein, Hemingway 
and Pablo Picasso frequented the Parisian café La Rotonde in the Montparnasse 
Quarters Hemingway immortalized the café in his short stories like “A Well-
Lighted Place” and his novels The Sun Also Rises and A Moveable Feast where 
people get lost or find themselves in august company. The smelly drunken clients 
of Café des Amateurs and the sadness of winter rains in A Moveable Feast (1964) 
are introduced to us r ight in the first chapter (Hemingway, 2010 3-4). 
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Hemingway loved the ambience of the café and saw it as a metaphor of urban 
companionship and isolation. In the Sun Also Rises (1926) he made his famous 
statement, “No matter what café in Montparnasse you ask a taxi-driver to bring 
you to from the right bank of the river, they always take you to the Rotonde.” 
(Hemingway, 2014 35). He sat in La Closerie des Lilas and wrote the novel. 
Continental writers like Fyodor Dostoevsky and Alexander Pushkin were regular 
customers at The Literary café in St. Petersburg while Franz Kafka and Max 
Brod went to Café Montmartre in Prague. The Elephant House in Edinburg is 
known for J. K. Rowling and café Antico Caffe Greco in Via dei Condotti, Rome 
which began operation in 1760 hosted Lord Byron, Henrik Ibsen, Percy Shelley, 
Christen Anderson and John Keats. Faulkner immortalized the Montparnasse 
café in the story “A Portrait of Elmer; it is here Elmer thought about his past 
Joseph Blotner tells us (Faulkner, 1981 610). The café has always been a place for 
rendezvous between the personal and social, creating a cunning divide between 
isolation and communication. But in literature the café becomes a device to 
reveal character or develop a story. The interaction of fictional characters at the 
café sets the mood, tone of voice, emotion and often reveals the hidden kinds in 
the personality of the characters. In McCullers the forlorn sadness of the café is 
apparent.
McCullers Life and Writing
McCullers life was characterized by a desire to escape the sordidness of a small 
town and this escape characterizes her works. Her characters are rearing to go 
somewhere else, enter another world, alter their consciousness and feel lonely 
when they cannot. McCullers growing up in rural America and family poverty 
colored her views about literature and literary technique. There is a sense of 
regret about life in general, a dislike for the rich and stupid whites and a love for 
the weak and the poor. Her l i fe itsel f was not st ra ight.  She mar r ied 
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unconventionally, entered into unacceptable relationships and died early. She 
came from a family of alcoholics representing a long line of American literary 
alcoholics from Hemingway, Hart Crane, and Herman Melville to Truman 
Capote, Edward Fitzgerald and Faulkner. A bisexual with lesbian inclinations 
McCullers hounded her husband Reeves to suicide. Herself an outsider in a 
middle class dreary town of Columbus she moved to New York at an early stage 
trying to hone her craft and becomes famous. But she always shared a special 
relationship with the town of her birth and imagined it from afar. 
McCullers came from a poor family, and lived a life of depravation which 
developed in her a bitter imagination of regret and want with a penchant for 
abnormal relationships. She wanted to escape the dreariness of a small town by 
going to New York but did not have enough money to do so. The shadows of her 
dreary life and her yearning to escape to the big city find expression in her 
novels. In 1934 she moved to Manhattan to be part of a cosmopolitan writing 
community where she could be better appreciated; in 1940 she published her 
novel The Heart is a Lonely Hunter (1940). But her temperament and health did 
not allow her to become a gregarious literati she wanted to be. The mid-1930s 
was the peak of the economic depression in America and American dream was 
fading for most immigrants and white Americans. American literature, 
especially regional literature picked up the phenomenon of global economic 
depression through themes of aimless wandering and existential anxiety. In 
McCullers the economic depression appears as literary loneliness and 
psychological exile. She had sympathy for the global outcast and exile. She made 
friends with the British exile W. H. Auden and attended his parties. She 
befriended his wife Erika Mann to validate her own abnormal literary vision 
(Agee, 1996 25). 
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Regional writers often look at the world with yearning, finding everything 
beyond the pale exciting and new. It motivates them to find new ideas, new 
techniques and new stories to write about. They are highly motivated to represent 
their geographical limitedness and desire to escape their limitation. In yearning 
and limitation good literature always arises. McCullers found much to learn from 
the Russian realists especially their technique of juxtaposing of opposites—the 
tragic with the humorous, the immense with the trivial. She felt a similarity 
between their approach to life and that of the American Southerners. She was 
intrigued by their technique of representing reality in all its subtle nuances. She 
wrote.
In their approach to life and suffering that the Southerners are so indebted to 
the Russians. The technique briefly is this: a bold and outwardly callous 
juxtaposition of the tragic with the humorous, the immense with the trivial, 
the sacred with the bawdy, the whole soul of man with a materialistic detail 
(McCullers, 1981 258).  
McCullers painted on a large canvas “the whole soul of man with a materialistic 
detail” that often led to suffering and tragedy. Her approach to writing was to 
catch the ordinary and mundane without losing sight of the “immense” and 
“sacred”. The sacred is assumed in her novels but never made explicit. God is not 
absent from her world but somehow does not figure in it.
Though she did not completely accept the label of the grotesque Gothic she 
nonetheless writes about the dark impulses of maladjusted individuals verging on 
the grotesque and bizarre. Virginia Carr argues that in McCullers “freakishness” 
is a sign of “alienation” where characters feel “trapped within a single identity” 
without the possibility of “human communication” (Carr, 1990 3-4). The sense of 
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being trapped in McCullers is both human limitation and linguistic failure. 
McCullers blurs the margin between sanity and insanity. Both the novels, The 
Heart is A Lonely Hunter and Reflections in a Golden Eye, walk the divide 
between normalcy and lunacy. The emotional intensity she brings to the 
representation of repressed desire can only be matched by Faulkner or Flannery 
O’Connor. 
Even if the Gothic grotesque has lost its appeal with the rise of identity politics 
and urban anonymity, regional morbidity and compassion remain the hallmark of 
American literary tradition. Though writers like Thomas Pynchon, Philip Roth 
and Saul Bellow are more popular abroad American regional writers like 
William Faulkner, Eudora Welty, Catherine Ann Porter and Tennessee Williams 
capture white identity and region more accurately than their urban counterparts. 
The urban America of the post-World War II often does not reflect the concerns 
of the Neo-Conservatives or the Alt-Rights.  McCullers focuses her keen eye on 
the region bringing out its dull strangeness, its paganism and power equations. 
Even with bombast and digression she can still capture the tender immediacy of 
affection between a deaf mute and half-wit, a voyeur and a homosexual, an 
irascible woman and a handicap, a lonely teenager and black servant.  Her 
characters feel a dread if existence and suspicion of social institutions that wreak 
havoc on their beliefs and certitudes. McCullers herself believed in the 
“dreadfulness” of “modern experience” spread by the media and the need for the 
individual to find love in the space they occupy (Williams, 1961 xi-xii).
The Alien Other and the Price of Love
The issues that confront American society today are in many ways similar to the 
issues that confronted McCullers half a century ago. We can see a “sense of 
alikeness” between the 1940s America and 2010s America and read “a small 
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history in a universal light” (O’Connor, 1968 58).  The contentious debates about 
the rise of fundamentalism, xenophobia and racism presenting a challenge to 
personal freedom and liberal values seem to place the works of McCullers in 
mainstream cultural space. Pursuing untutored subterranean desires and 
rejecting the conservative South, McCullers embraces the imprisoned sexuality 
of homosexuals, sadists, voyeurs, lesbians and androgynies and affirming the 
identities of socially outcast, emotionally disjointed and marginalized groups. A 
liberal-minded McCullers creates an African presence and an outsider’s effect in 
her novels by introducing subservient Africans, emotional freaks, wounded 
soldiers and mute dwarfs who must engage with the adolescent spirit of freedom 
and fearlessness “the quiet insolence of the white race” (McCullers, 1981 78). In 
a society of the 1940s, at war with itself, McCullers attempted to tackle 
tendentious issues of a defiant New South, miscegenation and deviant love and 
used her authorial prerogative of an omnipotent creator to render cruel justice to 
the adolescent romanticism she herself was a victim of. McCullers rejects the 
personification of the pure white body, the Caucasian alpha male, the traditional 
female African and the nostalgic Old South to claim “the foreign and strange” in 
individuals and society. Her characters hanker for promiscuity, voluptuousness, 
passionate love making and sexual fulfillment and a yearning for places they 
have never been before. In “Look Homeward, Americans” she writes,
It is a curious emotion, this certain homesickness I have in mind. With 
Americans, it is a national trait, as native to us as the roller-coaster or the 
jukebox. It is not simply longing for the hometown or the country of our 
birth. The emotion is Janus-faced: we are torn between a nostalgia for the 
familiar and an urge for the foreign and strange. As often as not, we are 
homesick most for the places we have never known.
All men are lonely. But sometimes it seems to me that we Americans are the 
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loneliest of all. Our hunger for foreign places and new ways has been with us 
almost like a national disease. Our literature is stamped with a quality of 
longing and unrest and our writers have been great wanderers (McCullers, 
1981 217).
The nostalgia for the known and a desire for the unknown create loneliness, a 
longing, in America which has become a “national disease”. The loneliness 
expresses itself in American writing of the region and city alike. In Saul Bellow 
and Hemingway, it becomes a defining moment of grace, dignity and self-worth, 
while in Southern writers like McCullers and Faulkner it becomes a desire to 
belong, to fulfill a desire or to dominate and control. Though the heart craved for 
fulfillment what it really wanted it did not know. In McCullers the undefined 
yearning created a confusion and a pressure hard to surmount. McCullers 
believed that an “I person” when compared to the “We person” felt “too 
lonesome” and became a “stranger in a strange land” (McCullers, 1946 42). 
Frankie Addams became an “unjoined person” and was afraid of the “small” 
“sudden” world she found herself in (McCullers 1946 3-6). The price of love is 
hurt and loneliness where the heart beats like a rodent. She advises Americans to 
“turn inward” on a new journey of discovery where “nostalgia” and yearning 
could be put to good use (McCullers 1981 220). But turning inward require 
technique, a method which McCullers did not explain. She could sense the 
turmoil within and expressed it through her characters but how the turmoil could 
be understood and overcome she had no method. We do not go to Southern 
literature to find answers to existential problems but to empathize with the 
human predicament. McCullers had the quality of empathy with her characters 
that she communicated to her readers. 
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Spiritual Loneliness in McCullers—Animal or Monk
McCullers characters are monk-like or animal-like representing the stoic 
acceptance of those who have arisen above their limitations and those who have 
not. She explores the deviant and brings out the psychological pressure of a 
dreary life in regional America.  In her essay “The Flowering Dream” reprinted 
in The Mortgaged Heart (1971) McCullers confessed that she wrote about 
“spiritual isolation” of human beings and their incapacity to love. In her own 
words,
Spiritual isolation is the basis of most of my themes. My first book was 
concerned with this, almost entirely, and of all my books since, in one way 
or another. Love, and especially love of a person who is incapable of 
returning or receiving it, is at the heart of my selection of grotesque figures 
to write about—people whose physical incapacity is a symbol of their 
spiritual incapacity to love or to receive love—their spiritual isolation 
(McCullers, 1981 280). 
Often unrequited love and isolation leads to emotionally stunted and grotesque 
individuals. A strong sense of individuality and inability to love creates a 
spiritual loneliness which lies at the heart of American culture. McCullers calls 
it “a great American malady”. The “grotesque figures” in her stories show their 
“spiritual isolation”, their “spiritual incapacity to love or to receive love”. 
McCullers felt that the anxiety of American “quest for identity” can only be 
overcome by love, when human beings move from the “I sense to the We” sense 
(McCullers, 1981 265-266). McCullers unlike her European counterparts, used 
loneliness “to seek out things as individuals, alone” and find a place to finally 
“belong” like Thoreau or Emerson (McCullers, 1981 266). The transcendentalists 
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more influenced by the Indian Vedic tradition could create a place to belong and 
feel one with nature. But McCullers could not. The desire to belong remains 
burning in the hearts of her characters but they lack the maturity, the insight to 
find a method to belong and become one with their environment. So the 
dominant emotion in McCullers is of regret, hurt or ache for something 
unknown.
Tragic Loneliness of the Golden Eyes
To understand the regret and hurt in McCullers we could turn to the novel 
Reflections in A Golden Eye which juxtaposes animal-like passion and desire to 
belong and possess. The hurt and confusion at the heart of the novel and the 
subsequent tragedy that unfolds creates the central vision of the story. The novel 
brings out the loneliness of characters, their inhibitions, frustrations and madness 
born out of their nihilistic perspectives and fed by their small-town mentality. 
The sensual magnetism of Private Williams, the vivacious promiscuity of 
Leonora, the emasculation of Captain Weldon Penderton, the madness of Alison 
and the vengeful malice of Anacleto create a tragic broth of emotions that result 
in tragedy for one and all. To add to the idiosyncrasies of personalities, 
McCullers brings explosive themes of homosexuality, impotence, infidelity and 
cuckoldry. These themes are integrated in the geography of the place. The 
narrator’s eye races across the officer’s barracks, gym, swimming pools and 
forest at a peacetime army camp. The conformity of the army post stands in stark 
contrast to the explosive happenings in private houses of senior army officers. 
McCullers wastes no time in introducing the reflections in the eyes of Private L. 
G. Williams, a reflection both elemental and unique. The reader at once gets 
acquainted with the animal-like aloofness, agility and “watchful innocence” of 
Private Williams’ “amber and brown” eyes. McCullers takes us through his 
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infatuation with the naked beauty of Captain Penderton’s wife Leonora, his 
voyeuristic delight at Leonora’s bedside, his own naked forest sojourns, his 
involvement with Leonora’s horse, the near-homosexual interaction with Captain 
Penderton, and his tragic death in Penderton’s house, leading to tragic 
consequences (McCullers, 1961 2). Obviously the golden eye of the novel has to 
do with Private Williams whose animal like reflection, alertness and urgency 
gives the theme and title of the novel. He moves silently like “a wild creature or a 
thief” and steals into Leonora’s bedroom to watch her sleep” (McCullers, 1962 
2). During the day he takes care of Leonora’s chestnut stallion “the handsomest 
mount” on the dull army post (McCullers, 1961 3). During the night he admires 
her body secretly. However, the focus of attention is Private Williams whose 
mysterious personality haunts the reader just as it haunts Captain Penderton. The 
reflections in the golden eyes are his and McCullers makes us see the world 
according to Private Williams. His infatuation with Leonora’s nakedness is 
juxtaposed against her husband’s scorn for her nymphomaniac exhibitionism. But 
Private Williams is the puzzle and he puzzles the reader. McCullers enters the 
golden eyes of Private Williams and becomes one with his clandestine desires. 
We are then forced into a demonic world of voyeuristic pleasure and danger 
which is increased by the suspense in the story. But before that happens the 
deteriorating relationship of Private Williams is introduced.      
The relationship of Private Williams with Captain Penderton verges on the 
sexual, expressing an attraction and repulsion syndrome. At thirty-five years of 
age Captain Penderton lacks sexual drive and has a “penchant for becoming 
enamoured of his wife’s lovers” (McCullers, 1961 8). We see a picture of a 
sexless coward emerging in the following description of Captain Penderton,
Sexually the Captain obtained within himself a delicate balance between the 
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male and female elements, with the susceptibilities of both the sexes, and the 
active powers of neither. For a person content to withdraw a bit from life, 
and able to collect his scattered passions and throw himself wholeheartedly 
into some impersonal work,, some art or even some crack-brained fixed idea 
such as an attempt to square the circle—for such a person this state of being 
is bearable enough. The Captain had his work and he did not spare himself; 
it was said that he had a brilliant career ahead of him. Perhaps he would not 
have felt this basic lack, or superfluity, if it had not been for his wife. But 
with her he suffered … In his balance between the two great instincts, 
toward life and toward death, the scale was heavily weighted to one side—to 
death. Because of this the Captain was a coward (McCullers, 1961 8) 
McCullers says lots of things about Captain Penderton. The Captain is bisexual, 
impotent and has a love-hate relationship his wife’s lovers, Major Langdon and 
Private Williams. After taking a triple doze of Seconal capsules and has a 
“voluptuous sensation” of a “great dark bird” alighting on his chest “looked at 
him once with fierce, golden eyes, and stealthily enfolded him in his dark wings” 
(44). It all suggests to his thoughts about Private Williams who is waiting outside 
the house for a voyeuristic encounter with Leonora. It is no accident that the 
novel is dedicated to the tall slender Swiss journalist Annemarie Clarac-
Schwarzenbach whom McCullers was enamored with. Annemarie was rich, 
tomboyish, restless and a morphine addict. Both Carson and Annemarie fell in 
love and later Annemarie attempted suicide. However she died in a bike accident 
at 34 with a head injury. She moved away from her husband Reeves through these 
lesbian relationships and Reeves too found different women to love. However 
initially it was difficult for Reeves to accept their relationship. In Illumination 
and Nightmare: The Unfinished Autobiography of Carson McCullers, she tells 
us that Reeves asked her why she was so late with Annemarie,
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‘Are you in love with [Mademoiselle Schwarzenbach]?’
I said I don’t know’
Upon hearing this he slapped her twice like a “panther” (McCullers, 1999 
22). 
Here we see the animal-like reaction of Reeves. The Penderton family and their 
relationship in many ways mirror McCullers and Reeves relationship. Like 
Leonora, Annemarie “was a handsome woman” who “feared neither man, beast, 
nor devil” (McCullers, 1961 5). Like 27-year old Leonora Annemarie also 
entered into a marriage of convenience with French diplomat and confirmed 
homosexual Claude Clarac and fearlessly travelled to Kabul Afghanistan. 
Perhaps the autobiographical turn in McCullers is more than meets the eye. 
However Leonora is one of the rare breeds of atheists, who has never read the 
Bible and looks down on Christ—“what sort of person would want to ride a 
jackass” she inquires (13). She openly has a relationship with Major Morris 
Langdon whose “big-nosed” Job-like wife Alison wastes herself upon neglect 
and turns neuter by cutting her nipples with garden shears (McCullers, 1961, 25, 
41).
The seriousness of the novel is often punctuated by comic scenes of personal and 
social life that punctuate the morbid intensity of the story. There are scenes of 
nakedness, house parties, card playing, voyeurism and cuckoldry that aid the 
reader in understanding the abnormal. In one scene, Lenora runs naked in the 
house to ridicule her impotent husband watched secretly from the outside by 
Private Williams who has never seen a naked woman before. She becomes 
infatuated with her as he would with a “dark dream” (McCullers, 1961 15-16). 
The dread of existence and belief in intuition can subvert any ideology or ism. 
The ordinary folks live by social approval while the artist and lunatic pursue a 
vision free from norms or standards (Williams, 1961 xii). The ordinary folks are 
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trying to live up to a social code which creates a modern sense of anxiety fed by 
the newspaper which conflates the “awful” in the world. The novel creates a 
fragmented vision of society where each person is isolated by his predicament 
and unable to change the nature or content of their lives. McDowell argues that 
McCullers is not a great artist as she creates Private Williams devoid of 
“extremes of feeling”. Private Williams cannot become a “truly developed 
human being capable of relating to other human beings or capable of forming 
even the most elementary moral discriminations” (McDowell, 1980 57). 
McCullers uses the landscape to enter the human consciousness and bring out the 
subliminal dreams and passions. The pictorial is her way to explore the minds of 
her characters. The pictorial description of the Southern landscape of Georgia 
with its trees and stars and “misty lavender glow” of sunsets stand in stark relief 
against the “emotional underworld” of her characters and this pitting of the two 
worlds, the outer and the inner terrifies the reader (McCullers, 1961 68, 96). A 
dull monotony of peace pervades the army post as the novel opens. The inside of 
houses is strange “filled with the rose glow of the fire and gray flickering 
shadows” where grotesque shapes like that of a peacock with an “immense 
golden eye” reflecting something, no one knows what (McCullers, 1961 75). 
McCullers writes about the exploration of the mind in her writing,
The mind is like a richly woven tapestry in which the colors are distilled 
from the convolutions of the intellect. The mind of Private Williams was 
imbued with various colors of strange tones, but it was without delineation, 
void of form” (McCullers, 1961 79).
The story belongs to Private Williams, but observed by the writer. It is a story 
told through the mind of a man which like an animal has no “form” or 
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intellectual pattern. It is elemental, primeval and instinctive. And we are left with 
intense compulsion without consciousness. The strange attraction of Private 
Williams to Leonora and stranger still the Captain’s “aching want for contact 
between them of some sort” was quite tantalizing (McCullers, 1961 81). The 
heterosexual voyeur and the homosexual impotent are joined by a secret longing. 
The longing grows in him like a “disease” (McCullers, 1961 95).
McCullers builds her stories around a single event or emotion—a murder, an 
obsession, a wish, a friendship and conflates it from the inside. She is fascinated 
by the images and colors of a wild, untutored mind that leaves behind strange 
reflections and stranger stories. The architecture, the happenings are quite 
repetitious as if organized around a “rigid pattern” (McCullers, 1961 1). The 
world is “insular” and strange often corrupted by uncontrollable desires. Lost in 
a godless universe characters seek an inward reckoning to make sense of the 
world they live in. In The Member of a Wedding a 12-year old Frankie Addams 
feels she belongs to something when she imagines she is a member of her 
brother’s wedding. Alison finds most of the people around her corrupt: “Morris 
Langdon in his blunt way was as stupid and heartless as a man could be. Leonora 
was nothing but an animal. And thieving Weldon Penderton was at bottom 
hopelessly corrupt. What a gang” (McCullers, 1961 68). McCullers prose has the 
“quality of dreams”, some “strange thing to think about” (McCullers, 1961 74).
The eccentric Francophile Filipino immigrant Anacleto enters. In McCullers the 
extraordinary emerges from the ordinary. McCullers takes us through the 
seasons and then brings us to the house of Pendertons where Leonora and Major 
Morris Langdon are playing cards. Captain Penderton has felt “an emotional 
regards for the Major that was the nearest thing to love that he had ever known”. 
The Captain feels emasculated and carries his “cuckoldry with a cynical good 
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grace that was respected on the post” (McCullers, 1961 25).  
The scene where the Captain discovers Private Williams by the bedside of his 
wife and shoots him dead is a scene out of Faulkner and Hitchcock combined. 
McCullers enters the psychological unknown and brings out a great scene in the 
denouement. 
Afterward the Captain was to tell himself that in this one instant he knew 
everything. Actually, in a moment when a great but unknown shock is 
expected, the mind instinctively prepares itself by abandoning momentarily 
the faculty of surprise. In that vulnerable instant a kaleidoscope of half-
guessed possibilities project themselves, and when the disaster has defined 
itself there is the feeling of having understood beforehand in some 
supernatural way” (McCullers, 1961 110-11).
McCullers at once reveals the benumbing shock and heightened awareness of a 
vulnerable moment and the way the mind responds to it. After shooting Private 
Williams dead the Captain slumps “against the wall” like a “broken and 
dissipated monk” (McCullers, 1961 111). 
Through her stories McCullers captures, the “half-guessed possibilities” of the 
mind and explains human motives in a “supernatural way.” By a supernatural 
way she implies a primordial understanding of motives, an understanding that 
does not take place in the denouement but something that happens “beforehand” 
and intuitively. The end has already been decided by the way the characters are 
created and the circumstances they find themselves in. In McCullers there falls a 
shadow between reason and intellect, compulsiveness and consciousness as she 
tries to understand the shades of meaning. She takes Southern writing into 
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strange new directions and reveals the strange compulsive soul of America where 
loneliness presides as a lesser God. There is commiseration in her stories, they 
are tragic facts of life that play out their purpose and leave a bitter sweet residue 
behind.  
McCullers perception has an intense madness, a new urgency as she represents 
race, gender, class or human frailty. Her characters, like her, want to escape the 
dark heat of passion, the dreariness of small towns and their incapacity to love; 
they want to make sense of the world they live in.  Often they are not conscious 
of their impulsiveness and occasionally when they do they are incapable to 
transcending their limitations or becoming conscious of their surroundings. 
McCullers characters race towards their tragic destinies unable to transform or 
change themselves or their environment. She uses fiction to experiment with the 
subliminal, exploring the dark subconscious with the same intensity as Flannery 
O’Connor or Zola Hurston. She goes deeper into the human psyche than other 
American writers of her time and pulls out extraordinary characters form the 
dark world of the South, “choked up with too many people” (McCullers, 1961 
66). After half a century of her writing, America once more feels choked up with 
too many people and finds contentious ways to deal with them, based on race, 
ideology and identity. Reading McCullers today we are hounded by the ghosts of 
loneliness, unrequited love, selfishness, jealousy, hatred that once propelled 
American society to seek redemption.
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Note: This is an updated version of a paper published in Conference 
Proceedings in the fall of 2008 for the conference entitled Cooperative 
Learning in Multicultural Societies: Critical Reflections hosted by the 
International Association for Intercultural Education (IAIE), the International 
Association for the Study of Cooperation in Education (IASCE), the University 
of Torino (Italy) and CESEDI from January 19-22, 2008  in Torino, Italy. The 
original title of the paper was “Overcoming Bully Mentality through 
Cooperative Learning: Training Teachers, Transforming Schools, Building 
Healthy, Peaceful Communities”.
Abstract
Lack of respect for the dignity and integrity of others is at the very heart of 
intolerance (Reardon, 1997) and what can be termed “bully mentality”. Bully 
mentality is pervasive and manifests on many levels from international relations 
(marginalization and injustice, economic sanctions, “pre-emptive” war, terror), to 
national relations (moral exclusion, persecution, torture, ethnic violence, 
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environmental destruction), to interpersonal relations (verbal, physical, and 
psychological violence in school and in the home), to intrapersonal (self-
destructive behaviors). The impact of bullying causes harm to both perpetrators 
and victims and is responsible for behavioral and emotional difficulties, long-
term negative outcomes, and violence. Urgent action is called for to relieve the 
suffering and set those involved on a path to reconciliation and peace. Education 
has a vital role to play and teachers must be intentionally trained to teach and 
ACT for tolerance, caring, cooperation,  and justice.
This paper will touch briefly upon the need for teacher training inititiatives, 
curricula, and materials which 
• aim to overcome “bully mentality”, intolerance, and all forms of social 
injustice
• recognize that cooperative learning increases the liklihood for caring, 
empathy, and other prosocial behaviors and that teachers need to 
experience before they can teach
• nurture the attributes of authentic and effective teachers of peace, 
tolerance, and social justice
• recognize that it is the teacher’s personal and professional capacities, 
values, attitudes, knowledge and skills that determine the climate and the 
results of what happens in the classroom
• focus on the personal development and personal transformation of both 
young and seasoned professionals urging reflection on their teaching 
practice, language (words, tone etc.) and communication skills, behavior, 
ideas and attitudes, feelings, needs,  etc… 
• recognize the need to educate for holism, connection, and cooperation  
• return the teacher to the very heart of the educational process as facilitator 
and guide 
• recognize the role that the teacher plays as agent for social change and 
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educator for socially constructive purposes
• recognize the realities of global interdependence, common human needs, 
and common responsibility for nonviolent and socially just futures.
☯
Transforming education is what I want to talk about. Globally, the priorities of 
education too often seem antithetical to the goal of making our world a better, 
more nonviolent, peaceful, cooperative place. 
P ract it ioners and resea rchers have put  for th plans,  bluepr ints,  and 
recommendations for transforming education and creating a less destructive, 
caring, cooperative global culture but governments are not listening, ministries 
of education are not listening. People are not listening because the education 
system has pretty much failed to train them to listen for innovation, to work 
creatively for more positive futures, and to critically assess and question what is 
really going on. Often, they vehemently shun innovation as a threat and 
demonize those who seek positive alternatives, branding them as infidels, 
traitors,  communists, or whatever term may induce the most fear in the less-
informed populace and justify violence to protect and maintain the status quo. 
More often than not, this system continues to call for more stringent testing so 
that our children can compete in the global market place.  It is this very system 
that undermines and works to erode the very joy of teaching. In such a system 
where test scores are all that seem to matter, teachers more and more are feeling 
disempowered and cynical.  I hear them say, “I only have time for a workshop or 
two a year”, “I don’t have time to teach values”, “I don’t have time to read and 
study for myself”, “I don’t have time to do peace and nonviolence education in 
the classroom”, “I don’t have time to teach or think about social responsibility”, 
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“I don’t have time for activism”,  and most sadly, “No matter what I do, I have no 
power to change the system”.  
What Schools Should Teach
The effect of each individual thought or word is very small, yes; but taken 
together, the effect of our thoughts and images is not at all small. When certain 
kinds of thought and image become a habit, they can become a worldview.  
- Michael Nagler
If we really think about it, it is obvious that the very survival and development of 
the human species on this earth can be attributed to creativity, innovation, and 
cooperation (Reardon, 1994, p.30).  If people had not helped each other, worked 
together, and come up with creative ideas through the ages we certainly wouldn’t 
have gotten this far!  
Very rarely however do we see credit given to the obvious role that cooperation 
has played in our children’s text books. More often than not young people are 
told only of the value of the competitive pursuits of man: armed conflict, arms 
races, and the economic markets to name a few.  The values which are touted as 
desirable are winning, maintaining economic superiority and dominance, profit 
and acquiring at any cost. The victims of this system are cast off as collateral 
damage. Riane Eisler has identified this as the Dominator System. 
Eisler (2002b) argues that in order for human life to flourish, both schools and 
the larger society need to adopt a partnership model.  If we look closely at 
human history, we see that societies that have oriented more towards the 
Dominator Model have organized and based relationships on ranking, a “power 
over” mentality, if you will. But with those societies that orient more towards the 
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Partnership Model, a different governing principle becomes apparent: linking. 
















- Low levels of
violence and abuse
Eisler (2002a, p. 169) urges that, “our most promising hope for a more humane 
and environmentally sustainable future is [transforming] dominator mindsets and 
the cultural values they reflect.”
• How about requiring that our children learn to cooperate to make their 
neighborhoods and nations lovely, peaceful places to live and to learn? 
• How about teaching our children to be curious about their world and its 
peoples and to seek out and befriend people who are different and have had 
different experiences than they have in both their own countries and in 
other countries?
• How about teaching that difference is a positive value and one that has 
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enhanced human survival through the ages? 
• How about teaching that men and women are friends and partners in this 
wonderful adventure that we call living? 
• How about teaching our children that hurting others in not acceptable, that 
having the most power is not all that big of a deal! 
• How about teaching our children that nature is something to be wondered 
at and not to be destroyed, and that insects, snakes, and slimy creatures are 
actually all part of the web that includes all of US and that killing any part 
of the web is killing part of ourselves?
• How about instilling hope in our youth by providing opportunities for them 
to seek-out, study, and read about the kind, compassionate, and empathetic 
(pro-social) behaviors that people around the world are engaged in? 
Marshall Rosenberg (2003) offers a vision for the future of education in his book 
Life Enriching Education. He calls for an education which instills in young 
people the ability to create a new social order which values the well-being of 
each person, is “characterized by fairness and equity in how resources and 
privileges are distributed”, and supports life-enriching connections between all 
members of the group.  Rosenberg (2003, p.2) identifies three characteristics of 
Life-Enriching human connection.  
 The people are empathically connected to what each is feeling and needing 
– they do not blame themselves or let judgments implying wrongness 
obscure this connection to each other.
 The people are aware of the interdependent nature of their relationships 
and value the others’ needs being fulfilled equally to their own needs being 
fulfilled – they know that their needs cannot be met at someone else’s 
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expense.
 The people take care of themselves and each other with the sole intention 
of enriching their lives – they are not motivated by, nor do they use 
coercion in the form of guilt, shame, duty, obligation, fear of punishment, 
or hope of extrinsic rewards. 
Life-enriching education structures would facilitate the development of what the 
Dalai Lama refers to as ‘secular ethics’ (in Rosenberg, 2003a, pp. 97-98)
Along with education, which generally deals only with academic 
accomplishments, we need to develop more altruism and sense of caring and 
responsibility for others in the minds of the younger generation studying in 
various educational institutions. This can be done without necessarily 
involving religion. One could therefore call this ‘secular ethics’, as it in fact 
consists of basic human qualities such as kindness, compassion, sincerity, 
and honesty.
In her work Tomorrow’s Children, Riane Eisler (2000, p. 29) articulates three 
goals which include the need for developing whole, caring, engaged people. 
 The first goal is to help people grow into healthy, caring, competent, self-
realized adults.
 The second goal is to help them develop the knowledge and skills that will 
see them through this time of environmental, economic, and social 
upheavals.
 The third goal is to equip people to create for themselves and future 
generations a sustainable future of greater personal, social, economic, and 
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environmental responsibility and caring – a world in which human beings 
and our natural habitat are truly valued and chronic violence and injustice 
are no longer seen as “just the way things are.”
Transforming Teachers
 
What we are, what we do every day has much to do with world peace. If we are 
aware of our lifestyle, our way of consuming and looking at things, then we 
know how to make peace right at the present moment. If we are aware, then we 
will do something to change the course of things. – Thich Nhat Hanh
We expect our teachers to be role models for children. What exactly do we want 
them to model? The basic reality is that teachers have been educated and raised 
in the Dominator System. There are many who have questioned and challenged 
the system at certain points in their lives. Yet once they are in the classroom, 
once they are employed, it is very difficult to challenge the system. Fear of losing 
their jobs, not wanting to “rock the boat”, overwhelming expectations from 
government mandates, administrations, or parents all figure into the tendency for 
teachers with positions to simply go along with the status quo. 
Clearly, what happens in the classroom depends on the teacher. Reardon (1997) 
refers to the teacher as “the very heart of the educational process” (Book 1, p. 56) 
and urges that it is in the pre-service preparation of teachers where we have to 
pay special attention to “the need to nurture the attributes of an authentic and 
effective teacher of peace, tolerance, and justice”. It is in the pre-service training 
programs that young teachers are most full of hope and vision. They want to 
affect their world and have a positive influence on the future and on their 
students lives and they still believe that they can.  This is why they were drawn to 
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the teaching profession in the first place. For those of you who are teaching now, 
think back to that time. Think of the dreams and hopes that you had! Think 
about your motivation for becoming a teacher. We need to tap into this precious 
time and encourage our young teachers to face the challenges in their own 
personal transformation towards becoming more tolerant, more peaceful, more 
just human beings. This involves an acute recognition of the values, attitudes, 
knowledge, and skills that will bring about this desired transformation to a 
culture of peace, justice, and tolerance.  Much too often, teacher education and 
training programs tell teachers what to do rather than encouraging them to 
explore how to BE! 
There have been initiatives which have focused on qualities that we would want 
to see developed in teachers as part of their pre-service training. In Teaching 
Tolerance,  Reardon (1997, Book 1, pp. 56-57) refers to programs and works by 
teachers in New Zealand and UNESCO initiatives that aimed to identify these 
qualities and urged adopting these as basic principles for a teacher education 
program for a culture of peace, tolerance, partnership, caring, and cooperation. 
When facilitating workshops, I have often posed the question to teachers, “What 
do you consider to be the necessary qualities and skills of a teacher of peace and 
tolerance?”, and “What skills and qualities do we need to nurture, encourage, and 
develop in teachers?”. Workshop participants on several occasions came up with 
nearly identical “checklists”.  Below I have drawn from several groups ideas. 
The teacher of peace and tolerance
• is aware that the way that people think and behave is linked inextricably to 
the stories that we are told about the world around us; and thus seeks out 
media that present a more positive image of humanity, that is life-enriching 
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and empowering, and that inspires work towards making our world a better 
place
• possesses hope and can not only envision positive futures but can also see 
the steps necessary to create positive change
• is an actionist who is intentionally working for peace, justice, and 
environmental sustainability inside and outside of the classroom, in every 
aspect of his/her life
• believes that a holistic approach to making the world a better place is vital 
• is mindful of his/her impact as a role model
• broadcasts from a peace frequency (Diamond, 2003, p. 8-9),  projecting 
and reflecting peace and nonviolence;  and emanating love and respect
• possesses a strong sense of moral justice and works to develop that in 
students 
• engages in the processes which promote peaceful relationships and resolve 
conflicts
• encourages creative responses to problem-solving and is comfortable 
letting students resolve their own problems
• possesses strong nonviolent communication skills (Rosenberg, 2015) and 
models and teaches these to students
• really knows how to listen actively
• involves students, parents and the community in decision making and 
program design
• encourages partnership relations which value cooperation rather than 
aggression or competition 
• promotes hierarchies of actualization and empowerment rather than 
hierarchies of domination (Eisler 2002a, p.212)
• is aware of his/her own biases and prejudices and is actively working to 
overcome and deal with these in a peaceful and tolerant way
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• encourages students to critically explore their own viewpoints and to work 
to develop appreciation for other viewpoints   
• values diversity and engages in and provides opportunities for students to 
experience, learn about, and understand those who are different and to 
celebrate in those differences
• values all voices in the discussion and intentionally nurtures an inclusive 
and caring culture in the classroom. 
• realizes that learning is a lifelong process and encourages students to love 
learning and to be lifelong learners
• is mindful and contemplative and realizes that “becoming” and “being” 
who we are is a lifelong process (not a goal or endpoint) ;  and derives joy 
from witnessing the process in himself/herself and his/her students.
Connecting and Maintaining All of Our Parts
There is so much effort spent on external matters like space travel. But there is 
still quite a big inner space to explore, and it’s not so expensive. – The Dalai 
Lama 
Striving for internal harmony and balance, using our whole selves in living, and 
practicing self-care in order to care for others is important (Freeman, 2006). This 
process of being and becoming fully human requires a constant and deep 
awareness of what is really an inseparable connection between language, 
behavior, feelings and needs, and attitudes and ideas. This involves a vigilant 
focus on nurturing and developing
• nonviolent communication skills
• intra-personal skills
• interpersonal skills
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• intercultural skills
• and conflict processing skills (See Reardon, 2001)
In her contribution to Working for Peace edited by Rachel MacNair (2006), 
Freeman (pp. 63-72) discusses the work of Virginia Satir (1916-1988) as it applies 
to peace work. If we think of the teacher as activist, then the same logic applies. 
Freeman explains that the primary belief of Satir’s Growth Model is that one 
must be at peace with oneself before making or promoting peace with or among 
others (p. 64). A teacher can be trained in technique and methodology but it is 
the way that the teacher uses him or her self in the process that holds the key to 
her or his effectiveness. Thus it is the self of the teacher that becomes her or his 
primary tool for bringing about positive change (p. 64). 
A very helpful tool to think of ourselves more wholly and to keep ourselves in a 
state of awareness and engagement is Satir’s Self-Mandala. Satir included eight 
parts in her Self-Mandala, Freeman (2006) added the parts of gender and race, I 
have added the part of language. 
Your self-mandala includes your:
1. physical part: your body; the container for all your other parts
2. emotional part: your feelings
3. intellectual part: your cognition, critical thinking, analysis
4. interactional part: the part that’s in relationship with others
5. contextual part: the person-in-the-environment part; the part that’s in 
contact with your surrounding context of time, place, and purpose
6. nutritional part: the food and drink you put in your physical part
7. sensual part: your senses of sight, touch, smell, taste, hearing
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8. spiritual part: the core of your being; the connection with the meaning of 
life; for some, this is known as the soul
9. gender part: how you identify yourself in terms of your gender
10. race part: how you identify yourself in terms of your race
11. language part: the words you choose to use to articulate or reveal what is 
going on with your other parts
Satir urged using the mandala for assessing, strengthening, and enhancing our 
use of self in our work. Freeman (p. 65) modified the self-mandala as a 
framework for a self-inventory for activists. These same questions modified for 
teachers can be helpful for them to periodically explore their satisfaction with 
their parts and their interactions.
1. In what ways am I using each part of myself in my work as a teacher?
2. In what ways am I nurturing or neglecting each part?
3. What contributions does each part make to my work as a teacher? 
4. What happens to each part when it’s stressed?
5. Are there parts I keep hidden when I’m engaged in teaching? If so, what 
effects does keeping these parts hidden have on my work?
6. Are there parts that I overuse or underuse in my work as a teacher?  Are 
there parts I abuse?
7. How can I take better care of each part? How can I nurture each of my 
parts?
8. What resources do my parts offer each other and me in my work as a 
teacher?
9. What kind of whole self results from the way I put my parts together? 
10. What changes do I want to make, either in the ways I use my individual 
parts or in the ways they interact? 
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11. What am I willing to do to make these changes?
The Profound Importance of Self Transformation: Walking the Walk, 
Talking the Talk, Doing the Work
Elise Boulding often spoke of “the 200 year present”. She said
using the 200-year present to talk about changing the world towards peace, 
justice, love, and sharing is the only way to build adequately on what is 
already happening. After all, we are not inventing peace from scratch. 
People have been at it for centuries and centuries.  And to talk about the 
200-year present as something we are present in – you and I – means that we 
have these colleagues and coworkers who link us to experiences larger than 
our own lifespan (Boulding, 1996, p. 38).
When we come together to envision a more creative global culture, we envision 
images of  schools that nurture young people to be active global citizens, who are 
engaged with their communities, who become citizen-learners in their respective 
societies. There is an emphasis on cooperation, connection, and critical and 
creative consciousness. The teachers are involved, impassioned, and are partners 
with their students in the process of growing and becoming and creating a more 
positive future. 
The materials that we expose young teachers to pre-service and the processes in 
which they engage creates this circle of learning and innate understanding that 
has everything to do with educational and cultural transformation. Fortunately, 
we do not have to start from scratch to develop teacher-training materials that 
actually address personal and social transformation.  I would like to suggest 
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three works as a starting point or Level I that complement each other and serve 
to provide learners with an understanding of transformational work, and concrete 
actions that can serve to bring about desired positive change 
 
• The Better World Handbook by Ellis Jones et. al.
• The Power of Partnership: Seven Relationship That Will Change Your Life 
by Riane Eisler
• Nonviolent Communication by Marshall Rosenberg
These resources offer possibilities. It is up to the individual to try things out and 
incorporate “what works” into their daily lives. A course sequence design 
utilizing these three works would be ideal as each offers complementary 
dialogue and practical tools and skills. They all focus on holistic nonviolent 
transformation, justice, and reconciliation and delve into our relationship with 
ourselves; our relationship with friends and family; our workplace and 
community relations; our national, international, and multicultural relations; our 
relationship with nature and the environment; and our spiritual relationship. 
At this point and throughout the curriculum I suggest incorporating a 
contemplative practice component. Each of the above works devotes several 
chapters to cultivating our inner selves - our heart, soul, and spirit - and 
becoming mindful of the wisdom in our hearts. Contemplative practices have the 
potential to positively impact and enrich all of our relationships – with ourselves, 
with others, and with the world around us. The Center for Contemplative Mind in 
Society, a non-profit organization which works to integrate contemplative 
awareness and contemporary life, to help create a more just, compassionate, and 
reflective society, notes the following benefits (http://www.contemplativemind.
org/practices/practices_matter.html)
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Transforming your relationship with yourself:
• Generating an overall sense of calm and well-being 
• Managing your stress and its impact on your body 
• Deepening your self-understanding 
• Sharpening your focus, concentration, and insight 
• Upholding your core values in your personal and professional life
Improving your relationships with others:
• Enabling you to treat people with compassion and wisdom 
• Helping you to see conflicts from different angles, opening up creative 
possibilities for problem-solving and resolving disagreement 
• Improving your listening skills 
Enriching your relationship with the world around you:
• Increasing your global awareness and appreciation for the interconnection 
of all life 
• Developing the ability to question, explore, adapt to rapid change, and deal 
with complexity
The Center for Contemplative Mind in Society’s website (http://www.
contemplativemind.org) offers a wealth of information, resources, and programs 
which explore and promote the effectiveness of contemplative practices. In my 
own search for holistic connection, I have found the following three particularly 
helpful and meaningful
• Wherever You Go There You Are: Mindfulness Meditation in Everyday 
Life by Jon Kabat Zinn
• Creating True Peace: Ending Violence in Yourself, Your Family, Your 
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Community, and the World by Thich Nhat Hanh
• The Book of Awakening: Having the Life You Want by Being Present to 
The Life You Have by Mark Nepo
☯
For a Level II, complementary works that I would recommend which delve more 
deeply into mindfulness and contemplative practice, transforming education and 
social mindsets, teacher training, methodology, and technique; and offer concrete 
classroom activities, actual blueprints for reform, and deal directly with teaching 
tolerance are the following - 
• Coming to Our Senses: Healing Ourselves and the World Through 
Mindfulness by Jon Kabat-Zinn
• Contemplative Practices in Higher Education by Daniel P. Barbezat and 
Mirabai Bush
• Everybody Present: Mindfulness in Education Nikolaj Flor Rotne and 
Didde Flor Rotne
• Life Enriching Education by Marshall Rosenberg
• Mindfulness for Teachers by Patricia A.Jennings
• Mindful Teaching and Teaching Mindfulness: A Guide for Anyone Who 
Teaches Anything by Deborah Schoeberlein David
• Teach, Breathe, Learn: Mindfulness In and Out of the Classroom by 
Meena Srinivasan
• The Way of Mindful Education: Cultivating Well-Being in Teachers and 
Students by Daniel Rechtschaffen
• The Mindful Education Workbook: Lessons for Teaching Mindfulness to 
Students by Daniel Rechtschaffen
• Tolerance: The Threshold of Peace (3 vols.) by Betty Reardon
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• Tomorrow’s Children by Riane Eisler
• Tomorrow’s Children: Partnership Education in Action  DVD
• Partnership Education in Action by D. Bucciarelli and S. Pirtle. 
• Speak Peace in a World of Conflict by Marshall Rosenberg
• Working for Peace: A Handbook of Practical Psychology and Other Tools 
by Rachel MacNair
☯
As a Level III, I would recommend all of Nel Noddings works but particularly 
Critical Lessons: What Our Schools Should Teach (2006), because of the focus 
on critical, reflective thinking that ought to be encouraged in both schools and at 
all levels of society. This work spirals very nicely back to Level I works in that 
examining how we learn; the psychology of conflict and violence; what it means 
to make a home; how we relate to other people, interpersonal and community 
relationships; parenting and growing young people into caring, engaged adults; 
our connection and responsibility to animals and nature; the mass media, 
advertising, and propaganda; work and choosing an occupation; gender; and 
issues of justice, equality, and equity, provides the opportunity to critically assess 
how we are socialized and understand the forces that work to maintain the status 
quo or Dominator mindset. The primary reason that I recommend this as a Level 
III is that Noddings delves deeply into philosophy, ethics, and morals when she 
discusses education and school reform. Viewing an ethic of care for self, intimate 
others, global others, nature and the environment, and human made things and 
ideas as essential to establishing the conditions and relations that support a 
culture of peace lies at the very core of Noddings work. Once learners have 
realized that “becoming the change” is not only doable but they are doing it, 
revisiting the philosophy of action, and critically examining the effect of positive 
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action, serves to strengthen the resolve to expose the destructive nature of the 
Dominator mindset (Bully Mentality) and to work to make it obsolete and 
unacceptable. Empowerment, connection, intentionality, involvement, and 
inclusiveness, are all at the very heart of action for creating a kinder, gentler 
social order. 
All of the materials mentioned above work very well in a cooperative classroom 
and lend themselves very nicely to cooperative techniques.  The content is 
organized and presented in a holistic, integrated, and interrelated form; learners 
work together to seek understanding and work to build both individual and 
communal knowledge;  and share their experiences in their individual 
transformation process. Such content and process emphasize both the uniqueness 
of the components of the content and the capacities of the individuals in the 
process, in ways that orchestrate these differences for the benefit of the whole 
and the mutual enhancement of all. It is lovely to witness.  As each member 
grows to care for others in the group they gain experience and skills that will 
enhance their relationships throughout their lives. It is the small changes such as 
these that will make a lasting impact as we work toward individual, social, and 
cultural transformation AND overcome bully mentality once and for all. 
I would like to leave you with this Native American Cherokee legend told many 
times around the Sacred Fire…
The Two Wolves Within
An old Grandfather said to his grandson, who came to him with anger at a 
friend who had done him an injustice…
“Let me tell you a story. I too, at times, have felt great hate for those who 
have taken so much, with no sorrow for what they do. But hate wears you 
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down, and does not hurt your enemy. It’s like taking poison and wishing 
your enemy would die.
I have struggled with these feelings many times. It is as if there are two 
wolves inside me: one is good and does no harm. He lives in harmony with 
all around him and does not take offense when no offense was intended. He 
will only fight when it is right to do so, and in the right way. 
But… the other wolf… ah! The littlest thing will send him into a fit of 
temper. He fights everyone, all of the time, for no reason. He cannot think 
because his anger and hate are so great. It is helpless anger, for his anger will 
change nothing. 
Sometimes, it is hard to live with these two wolves inside me, for both of 
them try to dominate my spirit.”
The boy looked intently into his Grandfather’s eyes and asked, “Which one 
wins, Grandfather?”
The Grandfather smiled and quietly said, “The one I feed.”
☯
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1  Abstract
Fantasy literature for young readers is a large market. These young readers 
are reading about the lives and experiences of similarly aged young protagonists. 
This paper set out to consider whether these young heroes and sheroes have 
unusually high incidents of trauma in their early life, particularly as these 
characters, age 10 to 17, are still young enough to be at home. The survey of 134 
titles by 88 authors suggests that about two-thirds of these books set the stage 
with family trauma. In other words, fractured families are a common 
springboard for the adventure of the young protagonists. Parental death serves as 
the most common platform for the subsequent events in these fantasy works. A 
third of the lead protagonists are orphans or a widow’s child or a widower’s child. 
Kidnapped or missing parents actually outnumbered divorced parents. Only 
about 6% of the lead fantasy characters in these stories have experienced the 
divorce of their parents. 
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The upsurge in fantasy books written for younger readers is a phenomenon 
of the last few decades. In fiction in general, the young adult market has emerged 
and established itself alongside the growth in the children’s market. Mendelsohn 
traces this trend back to the 1960s as the golden age for the children’s market 
(75) and Kallio calls the 21st century the “golden age of young adult publishing,” 
with fantasy and speculative fiction as the top genres (xv). Fantasy books are now 
being written for early and mid teens in unprecedented numbers. The readers in 
this market, still living at home, are the face of the radical changes in family 
structures in Western society. These readers between elementary school and 
adulthood present a challenge to which the writing community has responded in 
many ways. Should families of protagonists represent idealized norms or 
represent reality norms? That is a significant debate, but one which we will skirt. 
We will look at what is being done, not at what ought to be done. Based on 
familiarity with the reality of the fantasy genre, one concerned voice, an 
American librarian in the children’s section of a public library lamented to me a 
few years back, why do so many children's fantasy stories start off with a 
tragedy? My own subsequent ventures into this genre led to the feeling that this 
commentary has merit. This study seeks to find out if in fact the perception of 
“so many” traumatic backstories is valid. It will be left to others to debate the 
social and psychological issues.
To see if trauma is in fact a popular plot starting point in juvenile and young 
adult fantasy literature, an attempt was made to capture a snapshot of a large 
number of works, within a defined body of literature. The project was limited to 
books published since 1980 and to books whose primary protagonists are 
between the ages of 10 and 17, based on the supposition that readers and 
protagonists are often of similar age. The age of the main character was easier to 
consistently identify than the reading level or recommended readership. The 
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conclusion is that it is accurate to say that trauma, particularly events involving 
the character’s immediate family, is a common backstory or initial event setting 
the stage for a youthful adventure in contemporary youth and young adult fantasy 
literature. In the following sections, we will briefly define the history of the 
fantasy genre leading up to the narrowed focus on young readers, consider the 
legacy of getting “at-home” characters into an adventure, establish the 
parameters of the corpus, sketch the list of typical traumatic events that are 
presently being used to initiate the storyline, map that list onto the corpus to see 
the distribution and then discuss the match and mismatch with contemporary 
Western society.
3  Definitions and Historical Background
Let’s look at the legacy of fantasy writing, just to be clear about what kind of 
books we are talking about.
3.1  Fantasy
Defining “fantasy” is not so easy, as the concept has become a complex 
tapestry woven from the overlap of many story types: epic, myth, fairytale, fable, 
anthropomorphisms, the fantastic, gothic horror, ghost stories, the mysterious, 
sword-and-sorcery, Arthurian legend, and paranormal romance. Diana Wynn 
Jones, considering the broad range of tropes and devices in this genre, has 
written a tongue-in-cheek travelers guide (The Tough Guide to Fantasyland). 
Because of this breadth in “fantasy”, the term “speculative fiction” is sometimes 
used instead. Kallio calls the former “what might be” and the latter “what can 
never be” (xv). This paper will use “fantasy” without distinguishing it from 
“speculative fiction,” and will borrow the term “fantasyland” from Jones. Science 
fiction will not be included, as it is a major genre in its own right. The boundary 
is a bit porous, of course, with concepts like “the force” in Star Wars begging for 
interpretation as fantasy.
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3.2  Early Fantasy Focus - Adults
Early oral folk fairytales were stories told by and for adults, filled with 
plenty of gruesome details. Eventually these were revectored toward children by 
the touch of 19th century collectors such as Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm and 
Andrew Lang (Mendelsohn, 13). In other words, these old tales were made safer 
and more instructive for children: hear the tale and beware the dangers of life. 
While E. T. A. Hoffman (whose writings inspired Tchaikovsky’s 1892 ballet 
suite, The Nutcracker) and Hans Christian Anderson were writing new adult 
fairytales in the early and mid 19th century, writing fantasy for the younger 
audience was still a rarity. And it continued to be so for the rest of that century. 
Mendelsohn states that “at the end of the nineteenth century, important authors 
were writing fantasy for adults” (25). 
3.3  The Rise of Children’s Fantasy
At the same time, a change toward writing for children gathered steam. 
Lewis Carroll was the pen name of the writer of two Alice books (1865 and 1871) 
among other similar works. Rudyard Kipling kicked off writing several youthful 
fantasies with The Jungle Book, 1894. L. Frank Baum (1900, Oz stories), Edith 
Nesbit (1902, Five Children & It) and  J. M. Barrie (1904 to 1911, Peter Pan) 
were at the fore of American and British movements in writing fantasy series for 
children. The surge of multiple titles from multiple authors kept growing in the 
20th century, to the point that the 1960s, Mendelsohn says, were a golden era for 
children’s fantasy (74). The short-lists of classic book series include P. L. Travers 
(1934 to 1988, Mary Poppins), C. S. Lewis (1950s, Chronicles of Narnia), Mary 
Norton (1950s, The Borrowers), Madeleine L’Engle (1960s, Wrinkle in Time), 
Susan Cooper (1960s, Over Sea, Under Stone) and Lloyd Alexander (1960s, 
Chronicles of Prydain). These works present the child characters with mystery 
and adventure, spurred by curiosity and their own sense of adventure. Some have 
happy, traditional homes. Others know happiness in surrogate parents, an 
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ameliorated version of the 19th century fascination with orphan stories. The Oz, 
Prydain and The Jungle Book stories represent orphans who are found with 
caring replacement parents. We don’t know why Dorothy lives with her aunt and 
uncle. Young Taran (Prydain) was a baby foundling and raised with care by 
Dallben the Enchanter. Mowgli of The Jungle Book, found as an infant, was 
raised by loving wolf pack. Dorothy, Taran, and Mowgli know nothing of their 
real parents and cannot be described as deprived or pitiable.
3.4  Young Adults
Between the 1960s and 2000, the young adult market emerged, despite 
protestations that teens don’t read books. Kallio, citing a UNESCO report, claims 
that teens read more than adults, and calls the 21st century the “golden age of 
young adult publishing,” with fantasy and speculative fiction as the top genres 
(xv). Mendelsohn points out that of 460 new fantasy English titles in 2007, 185 
were overtly marketed for young adults (205). A look at any of a number of lists 
tracking book sales will reveal young adult writers such as JK Rowling (Harry 
Potter, magical fantasy) and Stephenie Meyer (Twilight, paranormal romance) 
and Suzanne Collins (Hunger Games, non-fantasy dystopia) prominently at the 
top. Young adults are neither children nor adults. They are minors, dependents 
“with an edge.” They are 15 and ready to drive. They are 13 going on 30. The 
tendrils of the group dangle even down to the 11 and 12 year olds, about whom 
the great American debate centers, regarding whether they are mature enough for 
secondary education (Cromwell, Where Does Sixth Grade Belong?). Do they 
need the protective environment of elementary school or are they ready for the 
sophistication of the physical maturity that is upon them? This is the reader that 
was not being targeted a hundred or even fifty years ago but is now a huge 
market. 
It is so huge in fact, that even the terms to describe it are confusing, 
overlapping and in flux: children, youth, juvenile, adolescent, middle grade, 
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teenage, young adult, plus subdivisions such as upper middle grade. For this 
paper, as the age of the character seems to correlate well with the age of the 
reader, the corpus was defined by the age of the main character, age 10 to 17. As 
Orson Scott Card has said, “…the rule of thumb for children’s literature is that 
the protagonist must be a couple of years older than the target audience. You 
want ten-year-old readers, you have a twelve-year-old hero” (YALSA Book 
Awards).
4  Getting Young Protagonists “out of the nest”
Fantasy is a genre that highlights adventure and bigger-than-life stories, and 
this is especially true for youthful stories. Never-the-less, most youthful 
protagonists are connected to a family in a way that is of little concern in adult 
stories. For example, Bilbo Baggins (The Hobbit) leaves the Shire as an adult, 
and the only family backstory we need is his inherited propensity for adventure. 
On the other hand, Harry Potter’s story is all about family. Harry, like his fellow 
protagonists in other young adult stories, is not yet an independent adult, an idea 
reinforced by his necessary annual return to his aunt and uncle. In a chicken or 
egg conundrum, who comes first, young adult protagonists or young adult 
readers? In either case, young readers draw upon their own family background to 
relate to the fictional worlds created by writers, and writers draw upon the 
contemporary family patterns to connect with readers.
Therefore, writers must figure out how to give an otherwise dependent child 
believable conditions to be independent. Writers must create a stage in which the 
children are compelled into action and given the agency to do so. Getting them 
out of the home and alone is accomplished in a multitude of ways.
In earlier works, before the Young Adult market, writers found many ways 
to accomplish this, including portals, vacation trips, boarding school, relocations 
(e.g. from London during both world wars), parents away on business, class-based 
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delegation of children to nannies, apprenticeships, etc. Latch-key children are a 
more recent trend. Writers did not so often resort to trauma and destruction of 
the family through death, divorce, abandonment, kidnappings and the like. Baum 
uses a tornado, but Dorothy is so non-plussed that she takes a nap. Wendy, her 
siblings and her mother are fond of Peter Pan before the children’s out-the-
window adventure with Peter. The Pevensies (Narnia) explore a wardrobe; E. 
Nesbit’s five children find a Sand-fairy, called a Psammead. P. L. Travers uses a 
nanny to get the children out of the house. Susan Cooper’s Drew children 
discover a map and a cave. Lloyd Alexander’s Assistant Pig-Keeper, Taran, 
chases a wayward oracular pig. 
Most of these storylines are premised on an intact supportive family. Father 
may be away at war, but he is loved. Father may be at work at the bank, but he is 
loved. The outliers, such as Dorothy with her Kansas aunt and uncle or foundling 
and fostered Assistant Pig-Keeper Taran with his in loco parentis mentor are not 
to be pitied; they are truly fortunate.
Since then, the fantasy world seemingly has changed. Most of us in the early 
21st century know that Harry Potter is a tragic orphan; that singly parented Bella 
Swan (Twilight) is sent off to her father in rainy Forks, Washington, because her 
mother wants a different life in the sun; and that Katniss Everdeen (Hunger 
Games) replaces her deceased father as head of the house and protector of her 
mother and sister. We might think that traditional draws such as magic and 
vampires or the recent fascination with dystopia are the big news, but it seems 
that today’s young reader market needs more. This major market requires peer 
age protagonists. Furthermore, it seems that today’s protagonists do not venture 
out from the warmth and safety of a family into a world of peril; the peril begins 
at home.
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4.1  A Closer Look at the Nest
There have been many literary orphans, and Dickens and the Bronte sisters 
made a career of writing about them in the 19th century. Today’s world is 
different; we have virtual orphans. Pew researchers say that 32% of American 
children did not have two parents living together in 2015. Of the 68% who did 
have 2 parents, less than half were in their first marriage (Parenting in America). 
According to a children’s well-being advocacy group, 50% of all North-
American children will witness the divorce of their parents at least once, and half 
of them will do so again (Children Divorce Statistics). Pew researchers say that 
only 5% of American children are orphans (Parenting in America). Only an 
estimated 3.5% of American children under age 18 have experienced the death of 
a parent (Hane, et al). 
From this point, we will look at the fantasyland nest as we look for evidence 
of the trauma gambit in setting the stage for contemporary youth and young adult 
fantasy. Although very few present day readers have experienced the death of a 
parent, they are no strangers to the absent parent phenomenon. Thus the orphan 
characters serve as a means of connecting with the virtual orphans in the reading 
audience. 
5  The Corpus and Method
5.1  Identifying the works - what to exclude
First it was decided to exclude science fiction as a genre and cinema and 
television as a medium. So this removes several Disney fantasy works, such as 
the orphaned Anna and Elsa whose backstory is the death of their parents at sea 
in Frozen ; and the murder of young Luke Skywalker’s parents (Star Wars). The 
Luke Skywalker story also predates our time frame. Most importantly, to focus 
on minors experiencing trauma as readers and protagonists, the corpus was 
limited to works with protagonists between the ages of 10 and 17, recalling Orson 
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Scott Card’s comment above. So major juvenile dystopian works, like Hunger 
Games (Suzanne Collins) and Divergent (Veronica Roth), have characters within 
the age range but the works are not within the fantasy genre. In the case of 17ish 
Buffy in Buffy the Vampire Slayer (American television series, 1990s), her story 
is out by medium, but 17 year old Bella Swan is in (Meyers, Twilight). Writers 
such as Lloyd Alexander, Diana Wynn Jones and Robin McKinley have written 
many titles since 1980 for the age group, but featuring protagonists probably 
older than this range, so that excluded many of their titles. Similarly Christopher 
Healy’s The Hero’s Guide to Saving Your Kingdom is an omission due to the 
marriageable age of the characters, but it is definitely a young reader’s book. To 
restate the rationale for including fifteen to seventeen year old protagonists, they 
can be seen as transitioning to adult independence of family, especially via 
apprenticeships in medieval settings, yet still be considered minors in the life 
experience of the modern readers, who in turn are themselves younger teen 
minors.
It was decided to treat each series as a singularity, focusing on the first book 
of a series. In the case of a later-published prequel, it could be treated separately 
if it involved a whole new set of characters (such as McKinley, The Blue Sword 
and then the prequel The Hero and the Crown). Serialized books are much more 
common in this market niche than in the adult market, some being a tightly 
integrated story arc (Harry Potter) and some a loosely connected arc (Narnia). 
Writers like Tamora Pierce have multiple series of books based on a common 
fantasy landscape and history; those series were considered independently. A 
series could be anywhere from 2 to 15 titles.
Finally, not included in the tally of this report are retellings of old fairy tales 
(such as Edith Patou’s East (a rendition of East of the Sun and West of the Moon) 
and Jane Yolen’s King Arthur tale Sword of the Rightful King); but the creative 
weaving of new blends of fairytales are included (e.g. Chris Colfer, The Land of 
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Stories).
5.2  The Resulting Collection
The corpus for this tally consists of 134 works by 88 authors, books which 
have been collected for my university third and fourth year seminar on 
contemporary English language juvenile fantasy literature. The collection 
process has been driven by various forces: recommendations from colleagues, 
students, librarians, book lists, histories of the genre, book award lists and 
commercial solicitations of book sellers. Both paper and audio formats are 
included. The intent in building this corpus has been to represent male and 
female writers and male and female protagonists; religiously conservative writers 
and pushers of social boundaries; past, present and future settings; high and low 
fantasy; fairytale and steam punk; single works and multi-volume works; 
representative works at a variety of reading levels from pre teen to mid-teen.
The potential number of books in this 37 year range is large (Mendelsohn 
cites the trend of nearly 200 new young adult fantasy titles every year) and this 
present sampling is small in comparison. There is a randomness in the selection 
p rocess,  ye t  i t  i s  a l so  a  g u ided  selec t iv i t y,  so  cla i ms  of  absolut e 
comprehensiveness or representativeness are not being made. Many of these 
authors have written prolifically, but it is hoped that a few representative books 
for each author will suffice.
5.3  Looking for Trauma
5.3 1  The Spotlight is on …
Generally, works in this genre represent a single protagonist with a clear 
backstory or establishing opening episode, so creating a catalog of common 
examples of personal strife is straightforward. Identifying the character to be 
tagged in this project is usually easy, but not always so. For example, there may 
be multiple protagonists as a group, or the series shifts from character to 
character, or the story moves back and forth in the timeline of the character’s life, 
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or the family situation radically changes as the story progresses. So, in general, 
the titular character or the first major character was selected, and the situation 
early in the book (either as backstory or opening events) was examined.
5.3 2  Traumatic Themes 
We are looking for themes in which the young protagonists are put in 
jeopardy or in a pitiable situation by events beyond their control. In adult 
literature, particularly 18th and 19th century gothic with Dickens and the Bronte 
sisters as prime examples, orphans were everywhere. In fact, Granger exclaims 
that “you’d think from the number of orphans in these stories that parents in the 
distant past never lived beyond a child’s birth” (75-76).
Bullying has long been a major theme in books for school-age readers, at 
least since the publication of Tom Brown’s School Days, by Thomas Hughes, 
published in 1857.
Death and debilitating illness or injury are the most obvious possible tragic 
backstories, particularly when it involves one or both parents, a sibling or the 
protagonist him/herself. An orphan or foster child story obviously presumes a 
parental death or disappearance, directly imperiling the child. However, 
foundling or the equivalent stories may place the event so early in the life of the 
child that the child only knows their loving caregivers (as in the case of Dorothy 
and Mowgli a century ago) , but it is never-the-less a writer’s tip of the hat to the 
pathos generated by the 19th century prototypes in Dickens.
Parents can generate a threat (e.g. agreeing to an arranged marriage or a 
child sacrifice) which may lead to misery or a flight of escape. Leaving-home 
stories need not be traumatic but probably are in the case of forced departure or 
eviction, such as being abandoned or being sold into servitude by destitute 
parents. The happy outcome of a life detour as a street urchin (for example, 
Prineas, The Magic Thief) by the ministrations of a rescuer (e.g. apprenticeship 
to a kind master) does not negate the original trauma.
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Family dissolution and parental dysfunction can set a whole story in motion. 
There are many ways a family can be torn apart, physically and emotionally. 
Some parents are dysfunctional, in ways such as selfishness, madness or a 
genetic disposition to murder and mayhem. Some are kidnapped; some are 
incarcerated.
6  What was Found
Each book or book series was tagged with one theme and counted only once; 
but in fact often multiple trauma themes are represented in a single story, 
resulting in some arbitrary designations. Priority was given to counting death and 
divorce when there were multiple trauma themes. Cases of a happy family-
embraced main character who later links up with traumatized companions are 
rare in storytelling. Once tabulated, family trauma as the underpinning element 
of the story was found to have wide distribution. The distribution in this corpus 
of 134 books and book sets is as follows: death (70 books), family dysfunction 
(21), and bullying (1). The remaining 42 books include may not exploit a family 
trauma theme, but many of them are ambiguous about the parents.
6.1  Death
Let’s start with death and near death family traumas, which is the telling 
characteristic of 70 books (over half of this corpus). 
Twenty nine books of the corpus identify the main protagonist as an orphan. 
Additionally, seventeen of the lead protagonists are presented as a widow’s child 
or a widower’s child. Five more start off with a sibling or relative death; 
admittedly the death of an uncle or an aunt may not be as crushing as the death 
of a sister but in each case the death directly involves the young protagonist. 
Some cases are trauma before cognizance, such as  Harry Potter, who lived 11 
years with very little knowledge of his parents’ death. Some books present the 
event as a distant backstory but known to the young protagonist, and some books 
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take the young characters through the event live, on-stage as the curtains open. 
The death theme is rounded out with four happy-ending stories in which a 
“dead” parent is in fact found to be alive later in the story or series.
Then there are the near-death and possible-death  story openings (15). One 
book features a desperately sick sibling (Almond, Skellig). In another book by 
Almond, Kit’s Wilderness, thirteen year old Kit’s parents, in a rare happening in 
this genre both make walk-on appearances in caring for the dying grandfather. 
But beyond that, it is hard to find a paragraph not dealing with Kit’s wrestling 
with the accidental death of (and ghosts of) several local pre- and early-teens of 
years gone by. Moving on, nine books present a child with a parent who has 
mysteriously or tragically disappeared, possibly kidnapped, possibly dead. 
Finally, in four more, the young protagonist has been kidnapped.
6.2  Family Dysfunction
The next group of themes represent parental deficiencies, and account for 21 
books or book sets. These include thirteen stories in which the parents are 
actually the source of the child’s peril or anguish. Examples include a demigod 
father capable of mass murder, a parent struck down with madness endangering 
the daughter, parents who follow instructions to abandon their child to die, a 
supposedly dead mother who attempts to sell the child, a dead father whose ghost 
trains the child in the art of murder, drug addicts, a bank robber, and medieval 
stories in which parents set up unwanted arranged marriages. Let’s not forget one 
evil step mother. 
Only eight books feature single parent families by divorce, creating a 
vacuum in the child’s life. Please recall that divorce was assigned a priority over 
other categories. Consequently, it is rather surprising that only eight cases of 
divorce were counted.
6.3  Bullying
Only one adventure is set in motion simply by the desire to escape from 
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bullying, with no other identifiable traumas. Thirteen-year-old Nita ducks into a 
library to escape bullies and finds a book that teaches her to how to be a wizard 
(Duane, So You Want to be a Wizard). There are other books that include 
bullying but are not counted in this category. Burt uses the same library-as-
refuge-from-bullies-and-find-a-magical-book plot for 12-year-old Una Fairchild, 
but the bullying pales in comparison to her foster home problem (Storybound). 
Still another book features 14-year-old Cosmo Hill who is unwanted by his 
parents and is sent to the Clarissa Frayne Institute for Parentally Challenged 
Boys, bullied there by the guardians (Colfer, Supernaturalist). While school 
bullying is no minor topic in our era, it is generally a secondary or derivative 
theme in fantasyland. Harry Potter is bullied because he is an orphan.
In total, then, 92 (two thirds) of the 134 books place the lead protagonist 
onto center stage with a personal trauma or tragic/dysfunctional family legacy.
6.4  Remainder
Of the 42 remaining books, there are many happy, supportive non-
traumatized families. However several books leave us in limbo, wondering about 
the family life, as the young teen faces the world mostly alone. Neglectful 
parents exist, but their neglect may be more sad than traumatic, and can open the 
door for unexpected results. Preoccupied parents can leave children to get into a 
lot of trouble, as in 3 books. The parents of twin 15-year-old Josh and Sophie are 
always off on archeological digs (Scott, The Alchemyst). Rory’s father is mostly 
absentee, away on set as a movie director, and her after-school program becomes 
a real-life fairytale adventure (Bach, Of Giants and Ice). Coraline, around 12, has 
extremely distracted work-at-home writer-parents. She stumbles into an 
alternative world in which her alternative parents are doting (Gaiman, Coraline).
Sometimes the narrator presents one but noticeably not the other parent. Is it 
a single-parent family? Sometimes parents are mentioned but the narration never 
brings either parent into the life experience alongside the child or teen. Again, 
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the absence of parental involvement may imply a sense of loss, but it may not be 
enough to elevate these to the status of tragic openings
7  Discussion
7.1  Continuity with the Past; Revival of Pathos
The young adult and youth fantasyland of our target time period (1980 to 
2017) continues the exploitation of orphans as the hook to catch readers. Modern 
fantasy stories may present worlds with less Dickensian poverty, but the 
Dickensian and Bronte orphan is alive and well; or maybe not so well. Between 
Dickens’ 19th century and our era, there seems to have been a slight hiatus, as 
orphaned characters of beloved fantasy stories were less pathetic and more 
fortunate (e.g. Dorothy, Mowgli, Taran). Whether or not this perception is an 
accurate portrayal of the the many other titles from those 80 years, it is obvious 
that in our era orphans are again in peril. In corollary, only a minority of 
fantasy’s children venture forth from the warm nurture of two parents. A third of 
our corpus uses the dead parent as means to gain our sympathy for the young 
protagonist; even among the “non-traumatic backstory” third of the works, 
stories in which there might be two parents, we often do not see both in action, 
and sometimes cannot even be sure of that both exist. Contemporary writers are 
presenting contemporary readers with fractured families, and few families which 
look like the Darlings (Peter Pan), the Banks (Mary Poppins), the Pevensies 
(Narnia), the Clocks (Borrowers) or the Drews (Over Sea, Under Stone).
7.2  Similar to Reality with a Twist
Present day readers are personally familiar with a fractured family structure, 
but generally through divorce, separation, or temporary or nontraditional 
couplings. One family law firm says that 43% of American children are being 
raised without their father (32 Shocking Divorce Statistics). The situation is 
slightly worse in fantasyland, where about 50% of 10 to 17 year old protagonists 
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have no father. The unexpected twist here is that if writers these days are in fact 
trying to reflect modern reality, they have reverted to death over divorce. While a 
third of modern fantasyland youth have lost a parent to death, only 3.5% of 
Americans under 18 have. Just over 6% of fantasyland children have experienced 
a divorce, while 50% of American children have.
Psychologically speaking, this reading age has outgrown the fear of the loss 
of parents but not outgrown the fear of divorce (Childrens Fears). Perhaps the 
death of a parent is a safer topic for juvenile and young adult readers than 
divorce. The substitution of death for divorce perhaps saves the young reader 
from dealing with the angst of self-blame for their own parents’ decision while 
creating the story tension that comes from a familiar sense of loss. 
7.3  Speaking of Death 
It has been noted that “death’s appearance in books published for children 
has increased markedly in the period post-1970” (James, 2). Wickman says,“…
Harry[Potter]’s first nickname is ‘The Boy Who Lived.’ Where Harry goes, death 
tends to follow” (All 76 Deaths in Harry Potter). It is possible that juvenile works 
of literature introduce death of parents as both symbolic of adolescent urge to 
separation from parents as well as preparation for thinking of their own 
mortality. At least the latter seems to be part of Dumbledore’s message for Harry 
about death: “After all, to the well-organized mind, death is but the next great 
adventure” (Rowling, 320).
In concert with Rowling’s death as “the next great adventure,” Harry’s dead 
parents, James and Lily, are more active in the story of their child than many 
literary living parents. Other writers leave the door open on death too. Fifteen-
year-old Liz Hall has died and gets to relive her life backwards, as a ghost 
(Zevin, Elsewhere). And some orphans are supplied with surrogate parents of 
admirable character, typically through the vehicle of apprenticeship (cf Fisher, 
Relic Master; Jinks, Catch a Bogle; Pierce, Circle of Magic series). While 
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fantasyland foster parents currently outnumber step-parents, both are rare; and 
the good news is that evil step-parents are even rarer (the one example being the 
stepmother in Gardener’s I, Coriander). However, sometimes the door slightly 
ajar might be better closed; having one’s real parents might be not so good. 
Sanderson’s Alcatraz had hyperbolic multiple foster parents, but the case worker 
who shepherded him from home to home was his not-so-dead mother who in the 
end was ready to sell him to an evil power (Alcatraz versus the Evil Librarians). 
And Philip’s ghost-father in The Dead Father’s Club (Haig) is possibly a liar, 
instructing the young boy how to commit avenging murder. Finally the ought-to-
have-been-dead demigod father of Nick Gautier (Kenyon, Chronicles of Nick) is 
actually hiding in prison because he is capable of murder on a large scale but for 
love of family is trying to limit himself. In fact, Percy Jackson finds that having 
Poseidon as a father comes with a legacy that is quite a burden. 
Conclusion
Based on this survey of juvenile and young adult fantasy works, works which 
feature protagonists between 10 and 17, it seems that people who are concerned 
about traumatic beginnings are in fact seeing a reality. It was found that 92 of the 
134 stories in the corpus situate the protagonist in a significantly stressful family 
or personal situation, situations which we would normally not wish children to 
face: death, kidnapping, divorce, etc. Even among the remaining works, it is hard 
to find supportive and engaged parents, particularly fathers. 
It was pointed out that orphaned heroes were common in adult gothic books 
the 19th century. They can be found in youth works throughout the 20th century 
and are even more so a highly visible trope today. Death in other forms shapes 
young characters’ tales as well, which should not be too surprising. There are 
people to be rescued. Evil creatures from dragons to bogles to non-corporeal 
beings must be stopped, and our heroes and sheroes must render the same service 
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to a variety of henchmen as well. After all, fantasy has its legacy in sword-and-
sorcery, and knights must do what knights must do, even young knights. But what 
is surprising is that it seems that the home is no safe haven, and death is in the air 
even before our protagonists sally forth. Fantasyland families are typically 
fractured or dysfunctional, and this image might be a reflection of the modern 
reality of the young readers. But whereas the modern family may be headed by a 
single parent by divorce, fantasy writers have leaned on parental death as the 
means to push children into perilous adventure. 
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